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Early.fir sparked weekend blaze
•

By AMY. WILSON

6.•

*IP

ALLISON MILLMAN/Ledger & Times photo

Murray Fire Chief Pat Scott talks with3tate Fire Marshal Dennis Decker
(right) about the possible causes of the fire that devastated Murray
State University's old fine arts building.

Staff- Writer _ •
The blaze that devastated Murray State University's old fine
arts building during the weekend
has been traced back to an earlier
unrepOrted .fire fate last week.
"It is the opinion of the Kentucky State Fire-Marshal's Office
that the origin of the fire was
located in the same area or an
carlierfixe- whicliTwa-s caused by
the -use of cutting 'torches in
Room 212," said State Fire-Marshal Dennis . Decker.
Decker-and 'six People from his
_office spent much of Saturday,
Sunday and Monday examining
the building.
"We reached our conclusion
based on interviews- with witnesses who told us about the earlier
fire," Decker aid.'this probably
.would have been a small fire, but
the building was an extremely
tight area and the fire became
very difficult to lextingOsh."
— Decker said the fire* was most
likely -caused by cutting torches
*uSed. during the renovation. The
general contractor for the.project
is- Progressive Constructiok Co;
or Princeton.
„Rick Ahrens, president of
Progressive Construction -co.,
was unavaitable for comment.
The old fine arts building had
.been under interior renovation
since July 5.

musical instruments that had been
stored in rooms- located-under the
It
My office has had seven people here with northwest stairwell _of _1.0%cti
well over 150 yeffs of' combined experience Auditorium.
No damage -estimate has been- to
difficult
and-we have never seen a fire so
released for the interior of Lovett
fight."
•
•-Murray • Fire Chief -Pat. Scott
Dennis Decker
said that if he could change one
(State Fire Marshal)
Wink.- about the fire, he would ,
have added windows to the *building, which would have maiie the "
likelt...•
most
will
the
and
building
Musical instrumejnts and
fire easier to extinguish.
be a total loss. ...,
. .
..instructional .materjals had been
"We may,hat lOst the hat:.
"The
dechns
building
•
been
moved to.other campus locations
but there were no injuries or
ing;
tared unsafe for- occupancy and
during the pre-renovation project
deaths and weicept the fire •Freim
been
has
building
the
of
authority
-earlier this . year.
spreading—to other buildings,—
,t
returned to Murray-State;
Renovation- plans called for the
Scott said. "This was really a I
_
_
Decker said.'
roof and-outer structure to remain
unique fire and the hardest fire •
be
report
should
An
official
intact. Meanwhile, the -interior
I've
ever tried to do anything
completed in six weeks.
was supposed to be gutted for the
with."
to
took
long
it
this
"The
reason
renovation.
Scott said he is _especially
Funds for the $3.5 million pr6- - get a preliminary 'report was -that grateful to all the firefighters who
time
so
to
had
much
.spend
we
ject Were appropliated- by theresponded from outside Murray
Kentucky General Assembly._ making sure the building was and Calloway County.
safe for us to so-through,"
"The fire, prevention code
"We're goilig to-sarthere were
Decker said.
requires all fires to be reported to
about
100 firefighters there"
the
Joe Hedges, manager-of
the fire department," Decker said.
Scott said. "At • thO- -time,- it
saijMurray SLIM NO-vs Bureau
.
"The earlier fire had- not been
officials have not been able to seemed Much larger.' We- had a
completely put out even though
determine an estimate -of the - lot, of firefighters conic-, in -and ;: r,:5.;••
workers couldn't see smoke."
help us."
. .
damage- caused by the fire.
Decker- said the earlier. fire
Decker said -the firefighters•did, numthe
have
even
on't
d
"We occurred approximately 1:30 p.m.
a terrific job,, which was eviderit
Friday and had not been reported. ber of itims that were damaged," becausie- there -were no injuries:
Less than five hours later, Ray he said. "We will be moving
'My office has had seven peoConklin, interim chairman of the items to dry locations today and
ple here with welt' over 150 years _
music department, repqrted videotaping them for insurance
of combined experience and we, purposes,"
smoke to campus security.'
have.never ie.,e-n iTire so difficultUniversity officials are sorting
Decker. said damage will
-to
fight," he said.
including
itetn.s,
various
through
exceed several millions of dollars

_

Calloway gives
5 percent raises
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer

ALLISON Neu,ikAtylialaer Ilimes 0014
___
More than 100 local lake usereattended a public meeting last night to give input and Warn more about the
Tennessee Valley Authority's Shoreline Management Initiative.

TVA hears from lake users
By ALLISON MILLIKAN
Staff Writer
Interested and concerned lake users and environmentalists attended a public meeting Monday
night to share their thoughts about the Tennessee
Valley Authority's- use of its 11,000 miles of
shoreline.
. More than 100 people turned out to find out
more about TVA's *Shofeline Management Initiative and discuss problems and solutions concernin use of ihe shore, which covers portions .of
western Kentucky, Tennessee and other surrounding states.
TVA Land Policy Specialist Tere McDonough
said the meeting, the 10th in a series of 13, was
held for the purpose of "issue scoping." She said
TVA officials are interested in identifying concerns of lake users and hearing suggestions of how
to improve and protect the shoreline.
TVA grants more permits for development of

their shore line every year, McDonough said, 80
percent of which are for residential development.
In 1989, they issued 1,500 permits and increased
to 2,000 in 1993.
With the growth in the number of permits
'granted each year, TVA wants to ensure they protect the shoreline ecology while at the same time
responding to lake user needs.
"We feel it is real important to explore this area
with great detail to decide what percentage to
devejsip or what percentage to leave undeveloped," McDonough said
"We think it's time for TVA to step back and
look 10 to 15 years down the road at what we
think we want lake shores to be like," she said.
A recent Gallup survey of 3,000 lake users,
found that 31 percent believe the environment is
TVA's top priority. Eighty-four percent of those
• See Page 2

Members of the Calloway
County school board voted Monday night to give employees a
raise — and turned down the
opportunity to raise taxes.
, Faculty and staff will receive a
5 percent salary increase for the
1954-95, which was recommended by Superintendent Dr.
Jack Rose during the five-hourlong meeting.
"We felt our people had not
gotten much of an increase in thepast and we hope this is a good
DR. JACK ROSE
morale builder," Rose said.
"Based on what I am seeing and -- behind McCracken and Paducah,"
Rose said.
hearing, you'll see anywhere
The resommendation was
from 0 to 3 percent increases in
en-t-litt a-s-tic--greeted wit•
other-districts."
round of applause from the
Employees received a 2 peraudience.
cent raise in 1993-94, as well as
In addition, the board approved
five staff development days. In
a $2,500 incentive for employees
1992-93, the employees received
who obtain a doctoral degree.
only the five staff development
"If we can add value to getting
days.
"What I think this will do is .
keep us in third place in salaries • See Page 2

Jupiter gets black eye
GREENBELT, Md. (AP) —
Jupiter, already sporting a black
eye and a half dozen other scars,
is about to be bruised three more
times in the same spot by the
comet Shoemaker-Levy 9.
' *Mists said Monday that
three fragments from the comet
will hit Jupiter 10 hours apart at
approximately the same location.
"You'll have three — boom,
boom, boom" said Heidi Hammel of the Space Telescope Science Institute. "You are going to
have one heck of a mess."
The first of the three fragments, Q, is expected to hit just

before 4 a.m. EDT on Wednesday. R follows 10 hours later and
S will be 10 hours after that. The
Jovian rotation is 10 hours, which
means the fragments will hit at
nearly the same location on the
planet.
Two fragments, K and L, arc
expected to impact today. They
will be the eighth and ninth fragments to hit the gas clouds of
Jupiter since the cosmic bombardment started Saturday. The
last comet shard smashes the
planet on Friday.
II See Page 2

BRIEFLY...

MEETINGS
II The St. Louis Cardinals blew an
11-run lead Monday night and eventually
lost to the Houston
15-12 at
Houston. The Istros' victory tied a
National League record for the largest deficit overcome for a win.

•Murray Planning Commission will
meet at 7 p.m. Tuesday in the council
chambers of City Hall.

Astros,

- • Southwest Elemontary's Site.
Based Council will meet 88 5:30 p.m.
Tuesday at the school. Following the
regular meetirs the council iw11 go into
executive session to discuss candidates

Page 6

.11w the principal's position.

IIII The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital board of commissioners will
meet at 530 p m. Thursday in the hospital boardroom
• Calloway County High School's
Site-Based Council will meet at 5 30
p m Thursday at North Elementary
III Calloway County's five site-based
councils will have a joint meeting at
6 30 p.m Thursday at North Elementary.
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Pennies
pay for
ball court
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer
Thanks tO the tvitirray
Woman's Club's Pennies for the
Park project, the old city park
will soon offer another playing
area for basketball.
• -*The Murray-Calloway Park
Board announced at its regular
monthly meeting Monday night
that some of the •money 'raised
has been used to purchase two
new goals, which will be
installed on one of the existing
tennis courts. A fence will be
placed between the two existing
tennis courts to allow for simultaneous basketball and tennis play.
Jeanetta Williams, chairman of
the Pennies for the, roark projec-t,
ai0 -approxlmate$30,000 hasbeen raised, but more is needed
• to resurface the basketball and
tennis courts.
"We need about another $4,000
to S5,000 to do that because they
really need resurfacing; their surfaces are crumbling right now,"
she said.
"The reason we decided to
convert one of the two tennis
courts into a second basketball
court is because the tennis court
is not used nearly as much as
basketball," she said.
"I see a lot of kids out there on
it and when I've stopped and
talked to them, they've really
been excited about the prospect
of getting another basketball
court," Williams said. "The two
new goals have been ordered, and
they should be here next month."
Besides installing new basketball goals, the Pennies for the
Park project includes a new play
system, picnic tables, a drinking
fountain, grills and trash cans.
Also at the meeting, board
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FROM PAGE 1
a doctorate, it is worth it," said
board member Rick Murdock.
Rose said he thinks the supplement will help in recruiting
efforts.

Murray
Ledger & Times

Lunch Buffet 11:30 a.m.-2 p.m.
Dinner Buffet 4-8 p.m.
CALL IN ORDERS:

1001 Whitnell Dr.
Murray, KY 42071

753-2348

Hwy. 121 North • Murray
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LUXURY SEDAN
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REPARTMENT HEADS
Pubashar
Walter L Appersoa
General Mgr.
Alice Rouse
Managing &kw Olne Hancock
Advanising lAy. Mary Ann Ow
Circulation M. Dennis Hodges
Classifieds Mgr. Karen Covert
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READER INFORMAllON
TO—teach al departments oi
-newspaper, phone 753-1916.
Subscription Rates
—
Al subsaiptions payable in advance.
Home delver/ 6 days a week: „
1 month
$500 I 6 months $28.50
months $15.00 1 year „ $57.00

1 Yit: $57.00

BY MAIL

ideied in Calloway Co., Benton,
Mayfteld,Sedaliaand FermWigton, Ky. and to Paris. Buchanan and
Puryear, Tenn.-Ely mail to other destinations, price is $64.50 per year. '

•Bought new in October-traded
In on a '94 Toyota Land Cruiser
• List Price $55,250
•9,000 miles
•Black Emerald Green with Saddle Leather
•Equipped With everything plus a
cellular phone & a 10 disc CD changer

Pubkshed Monday through Saturday
every afternoon, except Sundays.
July 4,Thanksgiving Day,Christmas
Day and New Years Day.
MISS YOUR PAPER?

Call the circulation dept between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4p.m.Saturday at 753-1916.
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•Asked that various athletic
The board also turned down an
opportunity to levy an additional organizations prepare a report for
five cent tax on county taxpayers. the August meeting to discuss the
division of fundraising events
"Under House Bill 810, districts that have experienced 5 such as concessions.
*Approved a request from the
percent or more growth in student
Kiwanis Club to hold its two
population may increase taxes to
help gain funds for additional annual gun and knife shows at
Calloway County Middle School.
facilities," Rose said. "There is
*Accepted the 1993-94 annual
no question that we qualify."
report and transformation plan
However, Rose said the law
from North Elementary.
was developed to help districts in
•Approved the discipline code
need of building funds.
for 1994-95.
"If we had overcrowded build*Agreed to comply with a
ings, I'd be right out front suprequest from the Louisville
porting the tax," he said. "We are
honoring an early commitment Courier-Journal for documentamade to the community when we Aion of the superintendent's
evaluations.
went to Tier t funding (when
"The Courier-Journal sent a
KERA was implemented) and
letter to all schodt districts
asked for the community's suprequesting this information as- a
port. Our tax rate is-'-relatively
low, butLihink it would be ask- Jesuit of a recent coart case in
ing a little much from the com- %slim County in 'AA it was
munity to raise taxes again."--,-- -determined that a superintendug's evaulation is public
In other business, the board:

•Tif4..
-;
-FROM PAGE 1
surveyed said TVA should keep
lakefront property and manage it
---for the public, and 69 percent
, _said the land should be preserved
with limited development.
After a brief slide show outlining the purpose and goals of the
public meetings, those in attendance were divided into small
groups to. discuss four ills
.tions
posed by TVA.
In the small groups, res
• 'dents were asked the following.
What is the most important thing
about TVA shorelines? What
environmental issues associated
with, residental development
should TVA include in its analysis? What changes should TVA
incorporate with regard to the
way it is protected, used or deve-I.
Oped? - yirAat other- concerns
would yTu like to discuss/
1.'consider about shore-line
management;

Many citizens expressed con-.
cern for the appearance of the
shoreline, citing trash and debris
as their major complaint. Others
include recreatiot, economic and
environentat patterns and the .
impact Of continuous growth.
Others in' attendance said
access, stable shorelines, an
abundance of animalii maintenance and tree preservation
should be top priorities.
Some lake users said the fluctuating water level was bothers e and had bad effects on toursm and recreation. Others said
water on the shoreline, is crucial
for the growth of newly planted
bald cyprus trees:Erosion control, off-road vehicle control and sewage control
were also discussed. Some in
attendance encouraged the future
developmetit of-the shoreline for
residential and commercial use,
while others opposed it.
"-We'don't want to see our lake

record," Rose said.
Board chairman Wayne Blackford said Rose's evaluations are
in order and will be sent to the
newspaper.
*Approved a 102-day KERA
substitute for the schools.
*Agreed not to lengthen the
school day although the state
department of education had notified all school districts that passing time between classes no longer counts toward the six-hour
instructional day.
"We have received verbal word
from Frankfort that this won't be
looked at that closely this year,"
Rose said, "A change in the
school day is not going to be an
asset to us."
•Agreed to restore bus privileges to a Student under a certail§ set of canditions based on a
request from the student's.
parents.

destroyed," one man said, "being
trashy to me would destroy it
from my personal view." Other suggestions included
increased patroling of the waterways by TVA. One man sug,
gested imposing, a no wake -zone
for wave, runners, jet skis and
boats -near the residential
shorelines.
•,
Several-. people"'advocated
increased spraying,for mosquitos,
and others opposed it.
Most people agreed that more
restricted boating laws are needed
and structures along the shoreline
need to be inspected.
A toll -free number,
1-800-TVA-Land, has been
established for comments concerning the Shoreline Management Initiative.
"We are trying to make this as;
convenient as we can for as many
people as possible to give feedback," McDonough said.

Michael Adams, M.D.
Family Practitioner

•Pennies... •Jupiter...

Announces the opening ofhis practice
in association with

FROM PAGE 1
member Tommy Sanders said he
wants the board to start a campaign encouraging park visitors
to pick up their trash.
"I was driving through there
the other day and I saw a family
eating at one of the tables; when
I came back later, there was all
this trash around where they were
eating," he said.
"It's disgusting for people to
just leave litter at the tables like
that; we can't be there 24 hours a
day to babysit for them," he said.
"Some people are just too lazy to
pick up their litter."
Finally, the board voted to
reject all bids it had received for
a lawn mower.

Primary Care Medical Center
Medical Arts Bldg., Suite 480W
300 South Eighth Street
Murray, KY 42071
For appointments call
502-759-9200 or 1-800-932-2122
.•

Car
MEDICAL CENTER
RenureProxix•IneernalAllediaer •ftstiacnes
&unit 01494444
%bee voi.nch
Mocha. Adams
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pretty well have covered all of
FROM PAGE 1
Rhode
Island. It would also
Hammel said Jupiter was hit
blanket the Earth with a fine layMonday by fragment G, the
largest yet of the 21 chunks of er of dust that would blacken the
ice and rock from the broken-up -"sun."
Nonetheless, Shoemaker said
comet. The impact and massive
the
impact from a 0-sized fragexplosion left a distinctive mark
ment would not be as damaging
in, the planetary cloud tops.
as the asteroid that hit the Earth ,
..'"There is now a black eye on
65
million years ago and which
Pictures
Hammel.
Jupiter," said
may
have killed much of the
froni the Hubble Space Telescope
planet's
life.
show a circle, with a black center
:'It's a big event, but it's still
arid a smear of gray resembling a
not a dinosaur killer," he Said of
bruise.
the comet fragment's effect.
portion
of
the
circular
The
After G slammed into Jupiter,
mark is 80 percent the size of
instruments
on Earth, watching
Earth, proof of the power of the
from 480 million miles Away,
explosion triggered by..fragment
were briefly blinded by the inten- G.
sity. In some wavelengths of
All of the fragments are hitting
light, the explosion was brighter
the backside of Jupiter, as viewed
than the entire planet.
from Earth, but the fireballs rise
Shoemaker estimated that fragso high that the Hubble is able to
ment G was about two miles
spot thke1oud poking above the SODS&
horizon.
Pulled -6j, Jupiter's immense
Eugene Shoemaker, who is a
gravity, the comet fragments
U.S. Geological Survey scientist strike the top of the planet's
and co-discoverer of the comet, atmosphere traveling at about
said the comet fragment released
130,000 miles an hour. They send
an energy equal to the power of powerful shock waves through
about 6 million megatons of Jupiter's atmosphere, creating
TNT. This explosion is far more instant heat that may reach
potent than all of the world's 50,000 degrees Fahrenheit.
nuclear weapons set off at once.
The energy released far
Had this comet fragment hit
Earth, he said, "the crater would exceeds manmade explosives.
At the peak of the nuclear weapons race, the United States had
about 20,000 megatons of explosive power, and the Soviet Union
With a Woodmen
annuity, your dollars
had about three times that,
earn tax-deferred
according
to Stan Norris, a weainterest ate
pons expert at the Natural
competitive rate. To
Resources Defense Council in
find out more about
Woodmen's
Tax-Deemed
Annuities, contact:

One Loan + One Check =

and more money for you! And

Less Interest. It's simple.

One Loan. One Check. One Call.

homeowners could enjoy tax
benefits-ask your tax advisor how.

Instead of writing a zillion
checks for all your multiple debts,
with our Debt Consolidation

loan as it is to use. We'll even

Loan you write only one.

take your application by phone 6 days a week,Saturdays 9- 12.

Chances are, we can give you a

REPUBLIC

It's as easy to apply for this

Savings Bank
Mayfield
247-6543
Benton
527-3193

lower interest rate so you pay
less. . that means lower payments

Murray
759-1630

owned it,
nut% °I

Paducah
442-9171

, Member FDIC'
Affiliated with the Kentucky mow( ctatewide Rrpubltc group of hanks and financtal vrvice computie
Bagdad•Benton•Bowling Green•Elizabethtcnvn•Frankfort•Lexington•Louisville•Mayfield•Murray•Owensboro•Paducah.Shelbyville

Faye Childress
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd illepla,Murray
753-5234

Woodmen
A
V
World
-of the

We bisonioce Society
llama 011icat 046146. 116brailie

washington.
Thus, the nuclear weapons of
the two nations equaled in power
only about .013 percent of the
energy released on Jupiter by one
of the comet pieces.
Although it is 11 times Earth's
diameter, Jupiter is mostly hydrogen gas, probably with a solid
core at the center. Beneath an
outer gaseous layer perhaps 100
miles thick, there are layers of
ammonia and some water.
The comets are not thought to
have penetrated beyond 36 miles,
Shoemaker estimated. At that
point, pressures would crush the
fragments and stop their motion
inward. This is followed immediately by a fireball erupting
outward. •
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Secrecy-shrouded funeral marks North Korean leader's cleat
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... to bid farewell to the Great has been speculation that his
That---Was. iW keeping _ with
SEOUL. South Korea (AP)
Leader, President Kim II Sung," remains would he4treserved and
A flower-laden hearse bore the
Korean tradition; which dictates
the official Korean Central News displayed, or placed in a sarcothat .the hearse be driven past
body of Kim II Sung through the
Agency reported tersely.
phagus at the presidential palace
capital today as hundreds of thou- __bites and buildings associated
The funeral proceedings were or elsewhere in the capital. But
-sands of North-Koreans Amnied --with the dead person's life. ,.
closely watched for clues to the
By CUSK)111, bereaved family
streets and squares to weep and
North Korea has announced no
North's new political. hierarchy.
wail for _their fallen "Great members offer food and wine to
plans.
In the official list of those precomfort the souls of the dead.
Leader."
The secrecy about the funeral
sent
at the ceremony, there was
State television showed scenes of
"The whole country is envewas in keeping with North Koreno mention of Kim's stepmother, a's overall handling
loped in the bitterest grief ever in a family, dressed in black and
of Kim's
Kim Song Ae, or his half•brother
white mourning clothes, wailing
the history of the nation, spandeath, which it did net announce
ning five thousand years!" the
before a table laden with what Kim Pyong II. Both were edited
for a full day after he died. North
. North's official news agency pro- appeared to be offerings of fruit out of official video footage last
Korea also disclosed almost
week, prompting speculation he
•
claimed. Kim. 82, died July 8 and liquor.
nothing about the circumstances
had purged his political rivals.
after nearly filie decades of absoIn carefully selected official
surrounding his fatal heart attack.
Kim Jong II, 52, is believed to
lute rule over his reclusive com- footage from the North, shown on
have cemented his succession,
The Pyongyang government
munist state.
Cable News Network, farmers in
and
- a formal announcement- of-- refused-to attcrw any foretgn
--iice .pidares, pa5sengeri-titi—art—
Only top officials, including
•
ancient-lookihg train and party. ' his ascension was expected soon. nitaries to attend the ceremony,
South Korean officials said last and prohibited travel to North
Kim's on and successor Kim
cadre's' with lapel -pins- bearing
week they believed he had Korea by foreigners during the
• Jong II, were permitted to attend, Kim's likeness all offered tearful
already been anointed at a secret offtcial mourning period.
the secrecy-shrouded ftmeral * eulogies to Kim.-i._ _
meeting_ of the con)InualS1WodcTrerepienty - at-- -the presidential •
The Se-oul government, meanjug
cannot 1:relieve- that you
ers' Party.
'the
palace outsidelhongyang,
while, cradred - -down on South are gone,"
hi=woman .wept as she
Mass rallies to mourn Kim
capital, where Kim's body had
clutched
companion's hand. were scheduled Wednesday, but Korean natiortals who-tFied to pay
lain in state all week.
have
'
"You
Our-heaven, our observers outside North Korea tribute to Kim. The _South's govbee
not
could
,followedwhat
But
teacher., our -friend." .
. believed they would be,less a tri- ernmetit says any condolences for
have been more public. Official
.'
pie44ortic-s
--afficiak..niedia
. bute to-the fallen Kim -- and the man -who staked the Korean..
million
:said
2
--=-Northern media
damped a- strict hlackout:an the _ mere an hicmage- to the rising.' War iWouki be wrong.
-peOple-crow-cled the streets
.
. South Korea has strict security
.
a hearse with Kim* coffin — -- hour-long funeral ceremony, one
It was not known where*Kim's laws' banning sympathy with
draped in a red party flag . and- reporting_ nothing until it was
.- body was_ taken- folloing the Nook Korean ideology, and
piled with white floWerS- — was over. „ "A -solemn-ceremony wos held
funeral and the precession. There police- have invoked _them in a
driven slowly through-the streets.,
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WASHINGTON (AP) — SteHarry A. Blackmun. The- selee-4
Abouratrtir:Breyer said
phen G. Breyer's_nomination to- tion 'tamed out to be as noticon- considered, a woman's right' to
become. the nation's 108th
trov-ersial as Cliitton'S. nomination end her pregnane9 "settled law."Supreme _Court justice is on track_ --of-JusticeRI-Bader Ginsburg But ho- did not say whether he
_
_ ,
to win Senate confirmation later '• last: year.„
agreed with or opposed' paaL1
this week.
.
As„aWitness before the Senate Supreme Court rulings establishThe Senate_Judiciary
Orniiiiitee, Breyer bolstered his- ing that right.
tee, in .an expedited . mov„..-- iMage as a careful pragmatist
Breyer told the committee he
planned to vote on Brey4'S.tiomwho is. likely to find a comfortthe law "requires both a
thinks
ination today.
'
_
able home at the middle of the -heart and head."
The commitlap. cOmpleted a
generally conservative high court.
"If you don't have, a heart, it
mostly tranquiLlour-day 'hearing
He at times sounded somewhat. becomes a sterile set • of _rules
into .Breyfr's nomination _last, jibcriFoitty_RiOng general support
removed- from -human problems,
'in4ication
Wee
for affirmative-action and separaand it won't help," he said. "If
s 18 members
Democrats
tion of_church and state. But he
head, there's the
and eight Republicans — would' also indicated -that he could vote you don't have a
trying
to decide a par-'
risk
that
in
vote against the longtime federal
to uphold capital punishment and ticular person's problem .,. you
judge from Boston.
stringent sentences for some
cause trouble for a lot of other
Committee Chairman Joseph
criminals.
Biden, D-Del.,,said he-hoped that
poes Your Heart Good.
today's vote by the panel would
get Breyer's nomination before
the full Senate by Thursday or
Friday. American Heart
President . Clinton nominated
AssociationIF
Breyer to replace the retiring
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Senate....-p-anOl - applipV:0.'Weyer 10 - 15 $25

rocated
isquitos,

at More
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the surge in unrest -in the wale
crackdown on the student moveKim's death. Perhaps because
ment,- which has a strong' prothat, South Korean television c:
.
North. tilt.
ried no footage of the funeral
Before dawn today, police
siortied--Hanyang _University, the demonstrations afterward.
After Kies death,. the Sou
headquarters of the largest radical
student group, and arrested 39 had relaxed its longstanding b:
students in what was described as on Northern broadcasts al .
shown scenes of mourning
a preventive measure.
The studeno_ had said they. Pyongyang.
would put up mourning placards
The North denounced II . at the gates of about 100 colleges South's crackdown today. "V
and universities throughout the cannot but conderri
these am Country. Some :Placards were_ people acts in s-uppressing, as
__they arc animals, those. Soul''
seized.
Koreans who are expreS5iiatdee_ •
• About 5,000 police were
deployed at Seoul schools today. condolences,",tire')Corean Cent; •
_
—
Thy Suuili tin -beetratarrneeHrf---pl-News-lcg_eney-ga
'
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-17eoPte; nralctng _thek lives yet worse."
A federal jurist-since:1980 who
now chief judge of the 2nd
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals,
Breyer previously served as chief
counsel of the- Senate Judiciary
Committee. Last week's hearings
made it .clear he still has dose
friends among its members.
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is pleased to announce
Dirk Harnp, M.D., Pediatrician.
has joined the medical staff

National Guard Armory
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IICMC asks you to join us
in welcoming Dr. Ilamp,

who comes to IlCMC
from Vanderbilt

0.001.

University Medical
Center.
Dr. Hang)and Dr. Selby
comprise a team of
highly trained
Pediatricians, ensuring
that your child receives
the best possible care.
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Fire takes untold casualties

A fine rain was falling Friday
night around 9, and the.air was
steamy with humidity typscal of
mid-July in the mid-Smith.
'Where there is no vision, the people perish'
Chuck Ehrsam, a Murray State
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC.
UnialtrSity graduate atudellt..waS_
headed to his studio space to drop
•
off some materials he intended to
use in his art work. Re was
stopped by flashing lights-and a
-barricade:- - —
"What's up?" he asked the
a.
person who was directing traffic.
"Fire. In the old Fine Ara"'
Building, I think," the man said.
And then he waved Ehrsam's
truck awaffrom the cluster of fire
,
trucks and rescue vehicles at the
intersection of Olive Boulevard
and 15th.
Outside the Price-Doyle Fine
By LAURA KING
• Associated _Press' Writer
•
Arts complex,a concerned crowd
gathered outside theyellow tape
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) — His people heal his 'name every
inscribed with the warning:"Cau_ day of their lives. But most have never heard the sound of his
tion - Police Do rtOt cross." As"'
_ voice.
"P..:
word of the fire had spread,
.That goes fo.the crux :of Kim Jong .11's public persona
- •. -North
townspeople
assembled with the
Korea's new leader is recognized by all, yet truly known to none.
good-natured spirit of an old.`lt has to happen," said Lee Jong-seok, an academic who is
,fashioned bucket bride. They
considered South Korea's'leading expert on the yOunger Kim:
."He
stayed on even after it was clear
has been .hidden from view for so long. Now we will start to learn
there was nothing they -- or the
• something of him at last."
firefighters could do to get to
- Probably no other world leader is so mysterious. And probably
the source of the fire. Word was
no one would care — if it weren't for North Korea's military might
that they were going to have to let
• and its
rogue nuclear program.
At burn out, while keeping the
The elder Kim', Who (bed July 8 at 82, started a fratricidal war
disaster' away front adjacent
soon after the start of his nearly half-centuixof rule.'Some fear his
buildings.
son could follow -suit.
Music and drama professors,
At'52, Kim Jong II is heir to a dubious legacy. North Korea is
one of the world's laSt. hard-line Communist -dictatorships,.with a
ruined _economy *and an impoverished citizenry, moving toward
what could- be the decisiVe_act of a dangerous nuclear drama.
Shadowy as he is,' strange stories about Kim abound. He is S-aid
to be impulsive, erratic, a boorish womanizer, a terrorist
mastermind.
Btu by other accounts, he's a frank and pragmatic leader who
knows he must move to break his country's diplomatic and eco„ _
nomic isolation.
Longtime observers say the- truth about Kim probably falls somewherein between. But so few outsiders have had contact with him
" that it is nearly impossible to move beyond one-dimensional
images.
Kim has never traveled outside the communist world. He knows
almost no foreign-readers. He. is not believed to have ever even met
an American.
Because reliable information about him is so hard to come by,
Western diplomats say, the same reports tend .tp recirculate, some
based on years-old or distorted information.
And some of those who have had an opportunity to study Kim
closely — South Korean intelligence, or North Korean defectors —
have their . own ideological agendas to advance.
Even so, the picture that emerges is a far cry from that of his
forceful, charismatic father. Kim is consistently described as lacking personal warmth, with a cold, limp handshake, expressionless eyes and a distracted demeanor.
A former North Korean diplomat, in the August edition of the
monthly Japanese magazine Bungei Shunju, described Kim as a
rude and arrogant figure, obsessed with luxurious foreign goods,
and with a frightening temper.
"I was shocked by his weirdness," wrote Ko Yong 'Hwan, who
defected in 1991, one of the highest-ranking Northern officials ever
to do so.
Although he is constantly celebrated by the Stalinist-style media
machine that also built up his father's cult of personality. Kim is
rarely seen in public. As a rule, he does pot meet visiting dignita-_
ries; he was out-ST sight.during. former President Jimmy Carter's
visit to Pyongyang last month.
Ko says one reason Kim never gives speeches is that he speaks
We're now getting all sorts of
so rapidly it is difficult to understand him. Other reports speak of
polling
results on the guilt or innoextreme irritability, a tendency to keep late hours and heavy drinkcence of O.J. Simpson and whether
ing. Defectors have described a "pleasure corps" of young women
he can get a fair trial.
who serve him sexually.
Many of these polls are broken
Officially hailed as North Korea's best filmmaker, Kim is said to
down
by race and age groups, to
possess a large movie collection, with James Bond films a reported
show us that blacks and young
favorite.
people are more sympathetic to
Not everyone who encounters Kim paints him as erratic. Carlo
Simpson than are whites and older
Baeli, an Italian entrepreneur, told the Japanese newspaper Yomiuri
people.
that when he met Kim in 1992 through business contacts in PyonBut what is the significance of
gyang, he found him a considerate host who expressed hopes for
these polls? What do they tell us
avoiding conflict with the SoutA.
about ourselves, society in general
Some observers say that in any event, bizarre habits don't necesand the deep meaning of it all?
sarily render Kim unable to conduct state. business.
There is no significance or mean"There's not much question that he has some offensive personal
ing. At least none that we don't
traits," said Lee,--the. Kim watcher, who is a political scientist at
already know.Their only purpose is
Seoul's Sungkyunkwan University.
to permit TV news shows and some
"The question is whether they-are so extreme that they affect his
newspapers to cause their viewers
ability to lead," he said. "And I do not think they do."
and readers to say, "Wow" when
More worrisome, however, is Kim's track record as a possible
there is really nothing to wow about.
architect of terrorist plots. Former North Korean agent Kim HyonOf course, blacks think more
pi, who helped plant a bomb on a South Korean jet in 1987, said
kindly of Simpson. They would be
the orders were given in the younger Kim's name.
more sympathetic to any blackAlso carried out in his name was,the North's declaration last
accused of a crime. To this day,
year of a state of "semi-war" after it blotirettinternitiottal inspee--many still believe the incredibly
tion of its nuclear facilities.
phony rape story of New York's
Events in these early days of Kim's new leadership veer between
Tawana Brawley and will always
the reassuring and the alarming. He has not yet been formally
believe it.
invested with authority, but is clearly exercising it. But the fact of the matter is that
An abrupt two-day postponement of his father's funeral bore his
the vast majority of Americans stamp — and could bolster arguments he is impetuous. Reports of
black, white or otherwise - don't
an apparent purge of political rivals, including his stepmother and
understand the criminal - justice
half brother. point to a ruthless will. But his moves toward resumsystem; can't spell forensic, much
ing high-level talks with the United States suggest a strong streak
less explain it; get their news in
of pragmatism.
broadcast snippets and bites or
Kim was born Feb. 16, 1942, to Kim 11 Sung's first wife, Kim
talk-show babble; and base their
Jung Sook, who-died-when he was only 7. Reports about his early
opinions on emotion or 'prejudice.
life and career are extremely.
• sketchy.
•
If pollsters wanted to, they could
After his graduation from Kim II Sung University in 1963, the
focus on all sorts of specific groups
younger Kim became his father's heir apparent in the 197t1s:. He
and get amazingly different results
served in various party departments before being listed„as second to
on Simpson's guilt or innocence,
his father on official North Korean rosters in April 1983.
potential for a fair trial, etc.
He was believed to have had day-to-day control of running the
For.example, what would a poll
country for some time before his father's death. By 1992, a childof cops throughout the country
ren's song referred to him as "Father" and itim 11 kung as
show2 I'll tell you the reSults of my
"Grandfather," signaling that most responsibilities had passed to
own mini-poll of Chicago police
him.
who are friends and sources: Every

ALICE ROUSE

went into the weavings and sculptures thatcomprise Ehrsarfi's life
work. "It is like my thesis," he
says, trying to- explain the enormity of the loss."An exhibition of

General Manager

theArtisfs accumulatest_wock is ..
an importantrequirernent to get a'
degree," Ehrsam explains. "It
shows Your development, demonstrates your skills."

Constance Alexander
ledger & Times columnist
:

ANALYSIS

Kim Jong If leads
mysterious life

•

•

spmeone from the urlivessity art
galleryt workers from- WKMSEM and the university television - station, mingled with --students,
other faculty and administrators, .
and _interested members 'of. the
community.
-

iunt, right next to the burning
building, waTalso at risk. Even if
it could be saved fidm fire, some
said, water and smoke might
cause irrepadble damage.
- . „
•
• Chuck Ehrsam never got-to his
studio On campus Friday night..
The art supplies he intended to
store in his studio arc still in the
- back Othl-.5.tritOc-, and he doesn't
know exactly when,-er how-he'll
find a place for them. Firefighters
told him that tile wall of his studio
in the hasement of Lovett Auditorium,. was their "battle !inc."

• "The worst part is the water,another onlooker observes, mentioning that there may be other
casualties of the fur. Reportedly,
'the sculpture foundry,equipment
and work area are partially
submerged, and an instrument
storage area in the basement of
Lovett is soaked.

On Saturday afternoon, EhrSam stands outside the-building
where firefighters are still in
attendance. He winces when he
hears the talk about water "cascading" off the stage of the
-additiorium. He is grim when he'
repeats reports that his studio is
under water.
Thousands of hours of work

"We won't be able to get in for
weeks to see the extent, of the
dama_ge, " Chuck Ehrsam says
glumly, stuffing his hands into
his pockets. "You 'know," he
• aim's,"when I came by lastnighti
thought maybe it was afire drill.
Like maybe they were trying out
the-new truck. I wish that's all it
was,"

There were no peeple trapped
in the old building, no lives were
at stake, but Most in the crowd _
knew that they were watching thedeitruction•o‘chcrished memories of the past and_ hopes for the
Riture. The building was in the
process of being renovated to
provide better space for Fine Arts
activities, but now a project that
had been in the planning stages
since 1988 was literally going up
in smoke:
As people watched smoke'billow into the lobb-y
. Of the- glass-:walled Fine Arts tower, speculation about possible damage to art
music, radio and television operations grew.Old Lovett Auditior•

•

Ehrsam is quick to point out.
that his is riot the only loss.
Another student's work, Sarah
Pryor, was assembled in her studio in preparation for her student
exhibition in. two weeks. -.

olisters are °Ding with ail.
tircly different answers than a poll
of foobal I-hating females.
And if you polled former running
backs and former defensive tackles,
they might have opposite opinions.
We might poll people with IQ's of
80 and those with 150 to sec how
they feel. Or those who read the
Syndicated columnist
National Enquirer regularly and
those who read the Christian Scione of them-already thinks Simpson
would probably tell you that Jeffrey
ence Monitor or the New York
is guilty.
Dahmcr merely had an eating
Times. The MTV audience and the
But then, cops tend to have more disorder.
suspici s natures than most of us.
But professipnal prosecutors C-SPAN viewers. University prcsiderus and high school dropouts,
As on1c old-timer once put it: "If you
would show as much compassion
convicts and prison guards.
didn't do anything wrong, how ,for Simpson as a pit bull does to a
The people who stand outside the
come I'm asking you -questions? hunk of steak.
courtroom with signs that say,
At the same time, a poll could be
"Guillty or Innocent, OJ We Love
Or there could be a poll of blond
limited to young black men who
You," are expressing public °pinhave been arrested at least once and white women who have been
believe they were mistreated by abused by their husbands. They 'ion. Are they to be taken scrously?
Put it all-together and what would
white cops. They'd_ probably be might be inclined to identify with
you have? Public opinion? If to,
unanimous in their belief in Simp- the late Nicole Simpson. Or Jewish
txxlybuilders, who might feel -a
which public? We have all kinds of
son's innocence.
kinship to the almost-ignored Roopinions in this country, from the
ignorant toihe well-informed,from
On the other hand, a poll awhile% nald- Goldman. You could probably poll football
the wacky to the thoughtful, from
who have been victims ,of black
the bigoted to the opcnmindcd. You
criminals would likely show just the fans in Buffalo, where Simpson had
his greatest days, and get more
could take a poll on the question of
oppossite.,
favorable results than from the
whether the Earth is round or flat
If you polled lawyers, the results football fans in Chicago or Green
and round wouldn't be unanimous.
would depend on the kind of law
Bay.
Put it all together or take it
they practice. Defense lawyers don't
For that matter, a poll of avid
separately and what do you have?
think anyone is guilty. Most of them -male football fans might have enNothing, because this case isn't
about public opinion. It is about
evidence,both physcial and circumstantial.
When it finally ends, the only
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions that matter will be those of
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
the members of a jury and a
print letters on a variety or topics, provided they comply with the foljudge.
lowing guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
And if and when that happens,
writer s address and telephone number included in case verification is
there will be another meaningless
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not
poll on whether the public thinks the
be mom than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and doublejudge
and jury were right.
spaced if possible. We reserve the tight to condense or reject any letter
What we really need is a poll on
and to limit frequent writers.
whether there should be polls. Or
'Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
maybe we need a poll on whether
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.
such a poll is needed.

ROYKO SAYS

Mike Royko

Just drop us a line ...
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TODAY
Cook graduates with honors from Vanderbilt

Is

NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Charles Eugene Cook Jr. was graduated Magna Cum Laude with

his Bachelor of Arts degree in the
spring commencement exercises
at Vanderbilt University.

CALENDAR

I sculpc's life
is," he
enorition of
JO* t$
0 get a'
ns. "It
it, de-

Cook was graduated with high
honors in English with a grade
• point average of 3.743. His concentrated study was in premedical, science and mathematics
courses.

Cook was active in Project
Dialogue; studied English
through the Vanderbilt-in-London
program during the summer of
1992; and is a member of Skull
and Bones, pre-medical society.
Cook was an honor graduate of.
Murray High School where he
was -awarded numerous honors.
He is .the son of Dr. and Mrs.

During his senior year, Cook
was inducted into-lihi Beta KapWednesday, July 20
Tuesday, July 19
pa.- He received the Phi Beta
Murray Country Club ladies' everds/9
Calloway County Touchdown Club
Kappa Freshman Seminar Award
a.m.
Murray-Calloway County Fair Queen Contest will be held at MAU- for benefit of Calloway Football _
Alcoholic Anqn_ymous ._LA_AlLogs_n - irt _1991 ism Chasoading Cxe.ativt
_P_•_11/POJI9X4Y__09.61.0.
- -2-- - -fay -Mi4dle-Selwoo1--audi4erittin -on- Monday,- July-25,- at--7 13,m,Thisa.m./American Legion
Sch)uatrhiel2ttlIg
h St., Murray.
Work in Freshman. Seminars, and -46 e
change was necessary after the fire at Murray State University. Eigh
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Southwest Calloway Elementary
Vanderbilt University Theatre
Streets. Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
'teen contestants have entered the contest, sponsored by Murray _Szbool Site-Based COuncil
Best. Freshman Award. Fte...*as a
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m -2 p.m./for
meeting/5:30 p.m.
Woman's Club in cooperation with Murray-Calloway County Fair
member
of Phi Eta Sigma and
senior
citizens'
activities.
Calloway
CoOnty
Middle
School
SiteBoa:A. The: rehearsal will be Suncia_Y. JO)
. 24. from ,4 to 6 p.m. at
MIAS.Center/open 8 a.m:-4- p7ntiffor - Alpha- -Lambda -freshman
Base
Cdtinell
extiturive
`Session/5
"Murray. Middle. The public is invited to attend, according to Sue Allisenior citizens' activities. Pinochle
honor societies. ,
p.m.; open meeting/6:30 p.m.ischool
'
son, Fair Queen ctairman for MWC.4
Pals play/1 P.m.
library.
While at Vanderbilt, Cook has
Senior Golf League/9 a.m./Miller
Singles Organizational Society
been
active in the Vanderbilt
Memorial Golf Course.
(SOS)/7 p.m./Chamber of Commerce.
University Theatre. He served as
Health Express of MurraysCalloway
Info/Jeanne, 753-0224, or Linda,
County Hospital/Murray Post
president from 1992 to 1994 and
Calloway County Chapter of American Red CrOss will have a 437-4414.
Office/8:30-11:30 a.m. and 12:30-3
as • secrejoy in .1991-92. Cook at 9 a.m. Rpth Day Quilt- Lovers...01 Murray/6*
"t'amily A,ssistance I" class on Saturday, July
. perfOrmed
'four main-stag • will be the instructor if* the 8-h6ur course to be held it Lake City. p.m/CallbWay County" Public Library,
Murray Baptist Mission
:prayer
Bethel United. Methodisi Bible
productions
and
one studentCompletion of this class will qualify a person to work with families School/6 p.m.
service/7 p.m.
.
._
produced "Noon-lime" prod-acfollowing a disaster: verifying their needs and deciding how to help West Murray Church of Chat Bible
New Life Christian Center service/7
tion; participated in Project Act„
p.m. at 1619 Martin's Chapel Road.
them get beck on their feet again. The only prerequisite to this course School/7:30 - p.m.
St. John -Episcopal Church events
a-program intended to encourage
is "Introduction to Disasters" which can be arrange to give to inter- Westside Baptist Church events
include Hply-,Eucharist/5:15 p.m.--challenged, inner-city children
ested people before...the date Of the class. Interested persons should .include Bible School/6 p.m.: Baptist
St. Leo Catholic Church (Wefts
Women's salad • supper/6:30
call the local Red Cross Chapter at 753-1421 from 9 a.m. to noon and p.m./home' of Joanna Adams.'
include
Crafts
and Fellowship/9 a.m.:- through theatre; read and criti.
cized for various -forums
1 to 4 p.m.', Monday through -Friday.
Young-at-Newt/noon. -Wranglers Riding Cluttf7 p.m./North
loped for slaywrights.
Church of Living God prayer
-Branch of Peoples Bank.
service/7 p.m.
St. LeCE L-Catholic ,Church events
First Christian Church events include
include A Weigh To Win/6:30 p.m.
Worship Committee/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church events
Mt. Pleasant Cemetery Day vAll be Friday, July 21 A business
ponimuhity Baptist Church events
include First Place/7 p.m.
include prayer meeting/6 p.m. in Dixiemeeting will be at 10 a.m. when bids for the mowing of the cemetery, - Memorial Baptist Church- events
land Shopping Center.
759-9701
church yard and lot in front of the church will be opened. A -potluck
include First Place Class/7 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6:30
St. John's Episcopal Church events
lunch will be served at noon: Anyone interested in mowing the cemetwill,
be parkerevely
p.m.
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p,m.
ery should contact Herbert Brent'Clayton, gaitnt Williams or Gerald
Wednesday
from 4-6 p.m.
Elm
Grove
Baptist
Church
worship/7
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of _Columbus
Ray. The cemetery is located in Henry County, Tenn., approximately.
p.m.
at
two miles south of'Kentucky-Tennessee state line and approximately
Memorial Baptist Church eventsTOPS 134/First Presbyterian Church/6
include prayer meeting/7 p.m., Choir
five miles northve,stof-.Buchanan on Claytontown and Buchanan Road, - p.m. Info/7599964.
Rehearsal/8 p.m.
TOPS Chapter of Hardin/7
just across from the old Clayton's Store.
North 12th Street
• First Presbyterian Church events
p.m./Hardin Library.
•
Murray
include Choir Practice/6:30 p.m.
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m.
First
United'
Methodist
Church
Next to Arby s
Info/753-0082.
events include Covenant 'Prayer/1
Murray Optimist Club/6:30
A Motorcycle Safety Course will be July 22-24 at West Kentucky
a.m.; Turner Covenant Prayer/6 p.m.
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.
State Technical School, Paducah. Limited space is still available for
First Baptist Church events include.Alcoholtcs Anonymous/open
- - the 15-hour course. The cost Al be $75. Honing the skills of both
cadies' Bible Study/10 a.m.; Library
meeting/8 -p.m./American Legion Half,
dpen/6:15 p.m.; Children's Super
_amateur and experienced motorcycle riders is the goal of the course. It
South Sixth and Maple Streets.
Summer Studies and Youth Blblewill also be offered on the-following weekends; Aug. 5-7; Aug. 19-21, Breastfeeding Support Group/6:30,8
Studies/6:30 .p.m.; Business meeting/
Sept. 9-11, Sept: 23-25 and Oct. 14-16. The class will be held during .p.m./Board Room of Murray-Calloway
6:45 p.m.; No Sanctuary Choir.
County Hospital. 1nfo/753-3381 or
the scheduled weekends from 6 to 10 p.m. Fridays, and 8 a.m. to 4
762- t4S.
Grace Baptist Church events include
Charles Eugene Cook Jr.
p.m. on Saturdays and Sundays. For information call West Kentucky
Cancer Support Group meeting/3
Awana Club, Youth Bible Study, and
Tech Assistant Director Beverly Harris at 1-502-554-4991.
p.m./Educational -Unit of MurrayAdult Bible Study/7 p.m.
Calloway County Hospital.
Glendale Road 'Church of Christ
Info/762-1389 or 762-1447.
events include Bible Classes/7 p.m.
Bereavement Support Group
University Church Of Christ events
meeting/4:30 p.m./Education Unit,
include Bible Classes/7 p.m.
The annual reunion of the descendants of Elidge and Ada Carter
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, ,Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Info/762-1389.
Study/7 p.m.
will be Saturday, July 23, at the Farmington Community Building. A
+ Cover-up specialist
Only licensed tattooWrather 'West Kentucky Museum at.. Christian and Missionary Alliance
potluck meal- will be served at noon. All relatives and friends are
Murray State University open/12:30
artist in Calloway Co.
Bible -Study/7:-p.m.
invited to attend.
+ No drugs or alcohol
o•
p.m. and 1:30 to 4;30 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum at
+ Sterile methods
Murray State University/open/8:30
'Must be at least
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-12:30 p.m. and 1:304:30 p.m.
_
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
1.lt_ years- old
2
.-24
•Over 29 bright colors
National Scouting Museum/open 9
Wednesday, July 20
The 21st annual Rose Ball with Charles and Elsie Thurman as hosts
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3303.
Westside Baptist Bible School/6 p.m.
•Many designs to choose
will be Saturday, July 23, from 8 p.m. to midnight at Curris Center
Land Between the Laktis events
West Murray ;Church of Christ. Bible
include Tobacco Patch Work/10 a.m.,
Ballroom, Murray State University. A floor show will be featured. School/730 p.m..
.
FOR APPOINTMENT, CALL: 753-4748
Riving .Boards/11 a.m., Butter
The cost will be $14 per person. The public is invited to attend. Monthly Song Fest by Church
Making/2 p.m./Homeplace-1850; Deer
Women United at Fern Terrace
Up,Close/10 a.m., Hummers Galore/1
Lodge/2:30 p.m. p.m., Eagles Up Close/2 p.m., Red
Calloway County Public Library
Wolves/Coyotes/3 p.m./Woodlands
events include Parents and Twos/9:30
The First Calloway County Jaycees Fair Teen Pageant will be SunNature Center, Planetarium Show/11
a.m. and Story Hour/10:30 a.m.
day, July 24, at Jeffrey Gym at Calloway County High School. Cona.m., 1_ 2 and 3 p.m./Golden Pond
Oaks Country Club ladies' events/9
testants must reach age 13 by Oct. 31, 1994, and cannot reach age 16
Vititor Center. Info/1-502-924-5602.
a.m.
by Oct. 31, 1994. Entries must be received by Wednesday, July 20.
411111MI
Registration will be from 2 to 2:30 p.m. and the pageant will begin at
3 p.m. For more information call Jana Barnett at 753-0137 or Lynette
Mann at 753-1706.

Fair Queen Pageant at Murray Middle
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HOSPITAL REPORTS

a poll

Five newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Thursday,
July 14, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Schyck baby girl, parents, Michael
and Erin, 1311 Roberson St., Murray;
Reynolds baby boy, parents, Janey
and Greg, Box 390, Murray;
Darnell baby boy, parents, Ginger
and Craig, 1602 Dodson, Murray;
Lowhorn baby girl, parents, Juanita
and Greg, Box 1895, Murray;
Holmes baby boy, parents, Tammy
and Mark, At. 2, Box 315, Benton.
Dismissals
George Bandara, At. 5, Box 520,
Murray; Mrs. Rita D. Culver, At. 2, Box
80, Murray; Ms. Sharon Meuller, C45
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Mur Cal Apts., Murray;
Mrs. Shiela L. Bacon and baby boy,
8635 Cerulean Rd., Cerulean; Mrs.
Shawn Dorothy J. Love, Rt. 1, Box
415A, Murray;
Ms. Mendi Williams and baby boy,
Rt. 1, Box 509, Mayfield; London Manar, At. 3, Box 178-9, Mayfield;
Mrs. Dorothy Marie Feulner, 400
South Ninth St., Murray; Mrs. Diane K.
Booker and baby boy, At. 1, Box 181,
Hardin;
Stanford Hendrickson, Fern Terrace
Lodge, Murray; Mrs. Vivian Watkins,
West View Nursing Home, Murray;
Mrs, Matte Mildred Graves, Box
115, New Concord; Mrs. Dora K.
Cope, At. 5, Box 539, Murray; Charles
Roe, 2511 Kenwood Lane, Memphis,
Tenn.

One Year
Anniversary Sale
July 20-23

•Register to win the
Hayley...Too dress
of your choice!
•Layaway now foi fall.
605 Broadway
Paducah
(502)443-887()

TONYA WEST 8c KARA CLER
are now affiliated with

The Mane Event
Tonya & Kara are hair designers who specialize in
:sits.
perms, cuts, colors and
'4 a.m.-6 p.m.
Tonya is available Tuesday-Satur
Kara is available Monday & W-edi --,clay-Saturday
8:30 a.m.-5 p.m.

305 N

12th St.

753-MANE

FINAL MARKDOWN
UP TO 75% OFF
111J1.
ENTIRE STOCK
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Belle suspended after cork found in bat
•

ceiling to get into the locked I'd have 50 home runs by now."
pitchers and once for hitting a
"
(The claim) is no more than a well-timed
porn during 'Friday night's game.
Lamont was surprised Belle
heckler in the chest with a
baseball.
charge concocted by the White Sox in the • The switch was discovered the contested the suspension. The
CLEVELAND (AP) — Seemnext day by umpire Dave Phil- Indians and White Sox, jockeying
Belle was also once demoted to •
ingly caught red-handed, Albert
heat
of
a
pennant
race..."
.
lips,
who seized_Belle's bat at the for first place in the AL Central,
the minors for loafing, and he
Belle still wants his day in court.
insistence of White 5.p_x manager ?Iplit their four_garntiin_Chicago_
S u3pertd...d Munday --by --ttre-- --ipen4--pa4-of-the-stuniner-of--1990Gene Lamont.
and will meet for four more
in an alcoholism rehabilitation
American Ueague for attempting
(Albert Belle's agent)
."I
beginning Thursday in Cleveland.
didn't.know
if
it
was
corked
program.
to use a corked bat, Cleveland's
or not," Larriont said. "Once it
"He Appealed? I don't see how
1 lithe suspension stands, it will
bad-boy slugger immediately
left
the
umpire's
office,
.you.
he
can appeal, but that doesn't
kind
he
his
longest
yet
appealed the ruling and declared
4no impropriety by Albert Belle saisied open Monday.
"We are outraged by the claim" wirbe_1(401-*
through his agent that he had
.part of a bat with, cork, for took for granted it was prob- !flake any difference," Lamont
and feel that it is no more than -a
been wronged. The 10-day susThe evidence suggested other- can make it lighter and easier to -abry c- orked. Evidently they gave' said.
the -right bat .back."
Belle raised some eyebrows
pension will be delayed until AL - well-timed charge. concocted by
wise.. Belle's bat, supplied to the swing.
,
The Indians said Belle, who last season when he insisted on
president Bobby Brown hears the - the White Sox' in' the heat Of a
league by the Indians after silineThe Indians,have not disclosed
has avoided reporters most of the retrieving the barrel of his bat
pennant race with 'Cleveland," one in the Cleveland organization
appeal in New York on July 29.
who broke into the • umpires'
year, would make no formal from fansv,.iu Minnesota after it
Am Tellem, Belle's agent, said in
Belle is no stranger in the AL
took it from,the umpires' sealed room-and switched bats in the
statement. While in Chicago. had broken off and flown into the
a statement. "We are confident
offices. This is .the fourth straight
dressing room in Chicago's Corn- clumsy attempt to--protect Belle.
_
denied using ,.an illegal t,-that once all -of-the facts- are .istey 13:ark, vas -fourld .to .contain The culprit -appareptlyascrambled
season Brown has -suspended
iaying,
"If
I
'used
a
I
corked
See Page*.7
bat,
brought
.forward
at
the
hearing, cork when it was X-rayed and through a 'crawlspaCe fhove-the
him, including twice for charging'
By CHUCK MELVIN
AP Sports Writer
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Cards hand over
1 1-run advantage

LOCAL BASEBALL

Astros tie comeback record

•••••-•

HOUSTON (AP) — The Houston Astros- already knewliow it
felt to blow a big lead. On Monlay.night, they found out-how it
!eels to overcome one.
The Astros matched the biggest
comeback in NL history, rallying
Iron an 11-run deficit-to beat the
St:L-60s Cardinals 15-12 Monday niglit.
Kevin Bask, Andujar Cedelio,
*le • Felder :and ken- Caminiti•
each drove in two runs duringan
-11-tun sixth inning that put
Houston ahead 15-11.
The remarkable rally came four
days after the Astros blew an 8-0
lead in Pittsburgh and lost 11-8.
"As we kept getting closer we
started smelling it. After we
made..it 11-7, we felt pretty good
because we had,three innings left
and were within a grand slam. It
just snowballed from there,'-'
Bass -said. '"
, •
Houston trailed 11-0 after three
innings. The Philadelphia Phillies
overcame a 12-1 deficit to beat
Chicago 18-16 on April 17, 1976,
and the St. Louis Cardinals ral-

lied from an 11-0 deficit to beat
New_ York 14-12 on June 15,
1952.
•
The major league record for
the biggest comeback is 12 runs,
done twice in the AL. The Philadelphia Athletics rallied from
14-2 to beat Cleveland 17-15 on
June 15, 1925, and Detroff came
back from 13-1 to defeat
-Chicago
16-15 on June 1/3, .1911: -"That'was -unbelievable. Eve
never been behind 11-0 and come
back -to win, not even. in the
Pacific CoastLeague where the
ball flies around and you get
crazy scores," Astros manager
Terry Collins said.
"We were down 11-0 and our
guys 'didn't stop playing. They
lust kept pecking away and kept,
getting base hits. I can't believe
what I saw. I was just thinking
when each guy came up, get.a
base hit, and they kept doing it,"
he said.
Houston's 11-run inning came

WESTERN KENTUCKY

Hydro. Clean
atissuuumnr-sunrcianimResidential • Commercial
Fenn • Industrial •
Exterior Cleaning Services
Aluminum • Vinyl • Mationary
Wood • Steed
Kevin Alexander
(502) 395-5524

Bronco League State Tournament

II See Page 7

Curry visits with team
after player shot, killed
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
University of Kentucky football
coach Bill Curry met with his
team one thy after offensive lineman Trent DiGiuro was.fatally
\Mt.
"We are trained to be hardnosed, macho, self-sufficient
tough guys. Tough guys are not
supposed to cry or require
counseling or anything of the
Sort," Curry said shortly after
meeting with the team Monday at
the E.J. Nutter Football Training
Facility.
"And in fact we're all human
beings. So I hope that the players
who would really benefit from
counseling would use it."
DiGiuro's funeral will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. EDT at the
Transfiguration of Our Lord
Catholic Church in his hometown
of Goshen.

MARK

YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo
Nan Clemson of the Murray Blue team slides back into third base to avoid being picked off during
a Bronco League state tournament game
'Monday night at the new city park. Murray lost the game to Marshall County, 8-4.

DiGiuro, who would have
turned 21 Wednesday, was celebrating his birthday early when
the shooting occurred early Sunday morning.
Police still don't know
'
what
happened on the front porch of
the house that DiGiuro and some
teammates had rented for the
summer.
"We're still in the process of
locating people who were in the
area and interviewing people who
were at the gathering," said
Detective Dan Evans of the Lexington metro police.
Curry said he had "a lengthy
visit".with police earlier Monday
but declined to discuss it.
Jim Jorgensen, a ,Prospect
senior, said he left the party
about 15 minutes before DiGiuro
was shot. He said words had been
exchanged between some partygoers, including DiGiuro, and
four teenagurs in a.pickup truck
--who drove past the house twice
within_ an hour.
Matt -Blandford, who started
the first grade with DiGiuro and
'domed with im
freshman
year at UK, said he had been at
the party earlier in the evening
and that everything seemed
normal.
DiGiuro, who would have been
a junior .this fall, was slated to
start in Kentucky's season opener
•at right offensive guard.

* Murray's Premiere *
* Home Stereo, Home Theatre *
* and Home Satellite Dealey *
* Financing Available *'Murray's Friendly Home Stereo Dealer'
Pioneer • Hitachi • Carver • Uniden • Toshiba

SOUND DESIGNS
AUDIO/VIDEO
Cakhomor Id,
"
720-1855

Murray's Gold, Blue still alive
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Rain, suspended games and
continuatiians have been the
',Acme throughout the playing of
the Bronco _League State Tournament at the new city park, but
finally things are settling down.
After almost a week, and
eight games, the tournament is
down from eight teams to six,
with two running in front.
Murray Gold and the Marshall County 12's have

advanced into the finals of the
winner's bracket and will meet
on Friday at 8 p.m. Murray Blue-, -Kirksey,- May—
field and Calvert City still have
life in the loser's bracket,
although one more loss means
elimination.
Tonight, Murray Blue meets
Kirksey, and on Thursday,
Mayfield takes on Calvert. The
winner from each of those
games will play at 8 p.m.
- Thursday.

On Monday, Murray Blue fell
8-4 to the Marshall 12's. Charles Scott and Aaron Cowan
-doubled- and-Mau--Clemson• and
Patrick Greer singled for Murray's only hits.
In Monday's second game,
Mayfield ,eliminated Marshall
County 11's with a 13-0
victory.
Murray Gold has breezed
through the tournament with a
pair of wins: 10-1 over Calvert
City; 12-1 over Kirksey.

Express hit consecutive HR's
to earn split at Ballard Post 3
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
KEVIL — Using a remarkable -home run feat --in the first
- game, the Callbiray County
Express closed out the regular
• season with a split at Ballard
Post 3 Monday night.
Calloway (24-14) took the
first game 10-7, but lost the
second game 7-6.
In the opener, Calloway had
a rare back-to-back homer combination. In the second inning,
Scan Waller and Jason Fite hit
consecutive home runs, and in
the sixth, Jarod Fite and Jason

Calloway

Express
Teague -went deep back-to-back.
That gave Waller plenty of
run support, as the-Callowa-y
County High School senior
picked up the win, going five
innings and giving up just two
runs on five hits.
Also at the plate, Travis
Anderson and Todd Clevidertce
each had doubles, while Waller

went 2-for-4 with two RBIs.
A walk and an error in the
bottom of the seventh was the
downfall for Calloway in the
seciand game, as they fell in a
one-run final.
Waller led the Express
offense with a two-run homer,
his sec-oncfbn -the-niglil.'Wesley
Cogdell tripled and Anderson
doubled.
Calloway now heads to the
state Connie Mack tournament,
beginning Saturday at Alice
Lloyd College in Pippa Passes.

PERFORMANCE YOU
CAN COUNT ON!

In the win over Calvert, Josh
Harcourt had a double and two
singles to lead all hitters. Tony
Ryan piLklJupTwo
Eric Villaflor had three singles.
Jay McGehee also doubled.
In the win over Kirksey, Cliff
Darnell doubled and singled,
and Ryan had three singles.
Murray Gold pitchers Ryan and
Villaflor limited Kirksey to just.
one hit, a double by Mike
II See Page 7

Pony League
all-stars split
Staff Report
The Murray Pony League
All-Stars split two games at
the new city park Monday
night, losing 4-3 to MayfieldGraves County in the opener
before bouncing back for a 9-3
win over Benton in the
nightcap.
In the first game.
, hitters for
Murray were Roger Houk,
Markenny foster, Mitch Ryan
Jasorr
Getting hits for Murray in
the second game were Houk,
Foster, Gilliam, Shane Fox and
Micah Cathey. Foster was the
winning pitcher, striking out
nine. Murray plays tonight at
6.

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Great Tires * Great Selection * Great Price

* FREE COMPUTER BALANCING *

Call 7534563

Open Mon -Fn 7-5, Sat 7-Noon

WAREHOUSE - TIRE.

For installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

400 Industrial Rd. • Murray
• 753-111"'
_.
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White Sox out-homer Detroit for 10-9 win

SPORTS

BRIEFS

By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer
The Chicago White ,Sox didn't
bother checking Cecil Fielder's
bat. Instead, they just waited for
Alan Trammell to uncork a wild
throw.
Trammell's error in the 13th
inning Monday night 'gave- the
White Sox a 10-9 victory over
the Detroit Tigers in a game fea-

Murray's Roach wins Junior Invitational
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Joy Roach of Murray won the girls' 16-year-old division at the
Country Club of Paducah Junior Invitational Golf Tournament with
an 87. Roach, a 1994 graduate of Murray High, will play golf for
the Murray State Lady Racers this fall.
_ Also, Jesse Rooker placed second in the 16-18-year-old boys'
• division with a_74. Rooker will be a junior at Calloway County
High School this fall.

turing seven-home runs at Comiskey Park.
Frank Thomas hit a grand
slam, Julio Franco connected
twice and Robin Ventura also
homered for Chicago, which
overcame a six-run deficit. Fielder homered twice for the Tigers
and Kirk Gibson also homered.
The White Sox won for the
15th time in 18 genies, and
moved past Cleveland into first-

place in the, AL Central. Chicago
and the Indians Split four games
during the weekend at Comiskey,a series that involved the intrigue
about Albert Belle's corked bat.
"It's a big win when you come
from behind 9-3 and beat a team
like Detroit," Franco said.
"Tonight things went our way."
Thomas' 34th homer and third
career slam tied it 9-9 in the
seventh inning.

In the 13th, Joey Cora drew a
leadoff walk from Storm Davis
(0-3) and Tim Raines sacrificed.
-After Thomas was intentionally
walked, Franco hit a grounder to
Fielder at first base.
Fielder threw to Trammell at
second for a forceout, but the
shortstop's return throw sailed
over the head of Davis, covering.
at first base, and Cora scored

Murray skiers turn in top performances
Several local skiers had excellent performances in the Timber
Lake Two-Round-this past weekend in Evansville, Ind. This uaurnais-a-sanetioned-quelifieatien-eompetition-for the Regional-and
National Championships.
Tyler and Gary Collint.efloturray all had Pelkonal best-ever performances in the.--sialom event. Also, Walter and Patti Mehr of
Magay had seasOn-best performances in slalom.
- Tyler Collins_ earned National Qualification..kr-Boys 1 slalom
with 55% buoys. Gary Collins earned Regional Qualification in
Men 2 slalom, and jumping with 494 buoys and 135 feet.
Walter Mehr completed 44% buoYs in Men 3 slalom to earn
Regional Qualification and Patti Mehr *negotiated 24 buoys.

•Cards...
,

Felder said he--was so excited
FROM PAGE-6 •:
on his tying hit that "I almost
fell at first base."
against four pitchers.t Bryan
"They got to the ball and
Eversgerd (2-1) gave up four runs
a close play-ofit," he said..
made
re_iiring
without
hits
on four
After Biggio's infield single,
• _
batter.
Bass followed with,an RBI single
."I just pitched the wrong
pitchers. It was my fault we for a 12,11- lead. 'A. walk to -Jeff.
lost," St. Louis manager Joe Bagwell reloaded the bases,
Torre said aftej the Astros Caminiti hit a two-run single and
Mouton drove in the final run nf
_ Blackford, Taylor win Heartland doubles
spoiled..his 54th birthday.
. . _
the;
inning . with a sacrifice Ay.
Mike • Hainpton -(2--1) • pitched':
Murray's Elizabeth • Blic.kford and Ann Tayldi Won the -girls': The-Toss could bother''the' Carinnings
two
the
for
Todd
'victory.
„
16-year-Old division oflhe PNC Heartland junior Classic Tennis
-Jones went three 'innings for his dinals for a while, St. Louis
Tournament in Elizabethtown on July 13-16.
Catcher -Tom Pagnozzi said.
third save.
. •
'At -this stage of the season it
Craig Biggio led off the Houswill be tough. They say you're
a
with
Scored
sixth
and
ton
walk
Baseball players reject salary cap
on Bass' 'double. One 'out later, supposed to get over it -but I
NEW YORK (AP)
Baleball_playors rejected the owners'
Caminiti walked and Luis Gon- don't know how you can do that
• ary cap- proposal,- moving- the sides closer to a confrontation that
zalez followed with an RBI after blowing an 11-run lead. I
don't think anyone in the ballpark
could irittrrupt the_ season.
single.
During a, foar-hour bargaining- session, union head Donald Fehr
James Mouton was hit by a could have dreamed this," he
asked owners to return the threshold for salant arbitration to two
pitch that loaded the bases and said.
__years instead of throe and 'to raise the _Minimum Salary from
St. Louis addsd an RBI - single
a walk that
Tony Euscbio
S1.09,-000..to between $175,000 and S200,000.
forced. home a run. Cedeno hit a by. Pagnolii in the ninth: Tlie
_
two-run single and Felder had a Cardinals lost for the ninth time
Warriors get Pierce, Rogersfrom Seattle two-run triple that- tied it at 11. in 1„1- games.
Golden State acquired guard Ricky
- OAKLAND, Calif. (AP)
Pierce, the rights -to former' Tennessee State forward Carlos Rogers
and two 1995 second-round picks -1mm Seattle' for guard Sarunas
Marciulionis and forward Byron Houston.

•••

1994 Nissan Infiniti Q45
-Hunter green metallic with beige leather interior,
15xxx miles, trunk mounted C.D.
$372600

Taste It All

SCORERCY'
Sponsored By:

Jane Rogers Ins'.

II Bronco State... V FROM PAGE 6

photo
game

Hudson.
Kirksey also defeated the
Murray Shriners 13-3 on Sunday, eliminating the local team':
Hudson and Mitch Chapman led
Kirksey with a double and two
singles each. Benjarnin Newton
had two singles and Justin Morris and Erick Duncan each
doubled. For .Murray Shriners,
Brady Harris doubled.
Murray Shriners lost their
first game 15-4 to Calvert City.

Byan Norsworthy led the Shriners with a home run.
• Murray_ Blue opened up play
last Thursday with an-11-7 win
over the Marshall 11's in eight
_innings. Murray Blue was led
by Charles Scott with two doubles and a _single, James Marshall- with a home run and three
singles, Fulton Hart with a double and single, Brandon Williams with two singles, Josh
Garland with a double and
'single, and Anthony Cogdell
with two singles.

II Belle...

, Josh
I two
Tony

ngles.
ed.
Cliff
igled,

FROM PAGE 6
. „
stands. Lamont said he got suspicious because he had "heard
some things" and because the
White Sox staff noticed that Belle
was hitting a lot of long balls to
right
The Indians, however, said
they were unaware Belle had ever
used a corked bat.
"I don't know how often he
used it, or even if he used it,"

manager Mike Hargrove said. "I
don't know if that was the first
time he took it to the plate. And
until we find out some of the particulars, we're going to stay
behind Albert and support Albert
in this -and sce. -where it goes:"
Belle appeared to be rattled by
the confiscation and has gone
3-for-16 since. Still, he's batting
.348 with 26 home runs and 78
RBIs.

'See me for all your lamiy insurance needs.'
305 N. 12th St., Murray
•
(next to Century 21r
TTTTT I•Mal

7n-8827
Like a good neighbor,
State- Farm is thbre,
State Farm Insurance Companies
Horne Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

MAJOR LEAGUES
American Luau'
All Times CDT
. East Division
L Pc). GB
W
New York
611 —
55 35
Baltimore
53 38 .582 2Y.
Doiton
45 46 .495 104
452 141.4
•Detroit
.42 , 51
Toromp
41
451 144
50
Centre! Division •••
•
L Pot. . GB
W
Chicago .
55 36 .604 —
Cieyeland
53 36 - 596 I.
49 44
527 7
Kansas City
473 12
43 48
thrinesota
tilowalAss
42 50
457 124
West Division
L Pct. GB
W
45 47
489 —
Texas
40 52 .435 5
OakOnd
Callbrnm
426 6
40 54
413 7
38 54
Seattle
Monday's Gimes
Toronto 7, Nennesota 4
Texas. 6 Cleveland 5
Kansas City 2. krahvauks• 0
Chicago 10, Damn'9. 13 innings
Caldoraa 13, Boston 4
Na. York 5. Oakland 3
Seattle 7 Bellmore 5
TuesOey's Game* •
Texas (Falardo 5-5) at Cleveland (Nagy 7-6). 605
m
Minnesota (Tani 9-5) at Toronto (Stortlernyre
Kansas goy (Amer 6-6) at Manakin (Eldred
9-91. 7:05 Pm
Dittleit
7-10)-st Ohmage fierneridet
705 pm
-Boston (Clemens 8-4) at.Callorris (Langston 54).,
905 p rrr
Nevi Yolk (Abbott 74) at Oakland OMR 74)905
pm
Baltimore (McDonald 11-6) at Seattle (Fleming
6-10), 905 pm

taaleast

National League
Essi Division
W
t Pct. Gil
622 —
Atlanta
56 34
Montreal
598 2
55- 37
44 L. 49
473 137,
Philadelphia
457 15
Nevi Yolk
42 .60
F ionda
42 51
452 154
Central Division
W
L Pct. GB
Cincinnati
55 37 .598
Houston
53 40 .570 .2Y.
Pinsbu rgh
43 48 . .473 114
42 47
St Louis
Chicago
429 154
39 52
Weill Division
W
L Pet. GB
•
- 48 45
516 — .
Los Chortles
484 3
Colorado .
46 49
44 50
468 44
San Francisco
394 11Y,
San Diego
37 57
Monday's Games
Montreal 9, San Diego 2
•
Los Angara 7. New York 6. 10 innings
San Francisco 7, Paladslphia 5
Atlanta 3, Pitaturgh 2
Cinonnal 5, Florida 3
Houston 15, St. LOW{ 12
Chicago 6. Colorado 3
Tuesday's Games
San Diego (Ashby 44) at Montreal lkarlinez 6-5),
635 pm
Los Angeles(Gross 74)at New Yak (Jones 10-7),
6 40 p m
San Francisco (Black 3-0) at Philadelphia (Jackson
11-4 6•35ipm
Atlanta-(Avery 6.3) Cl Pittsburgh (Lieber 5-4). 635
pm
Flonda (Gardner 3-21 at Cincinnati (Srrilsy 9-9).
6 35 t rn.
kix,000,,
pill
Chicego (Tract* 84) at Colorado (Mod 9-4).
8 05 pm
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—
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Shoney's Picnic Special
July 21st • 5 p.m. till?
Come picnic with us Sr enjoy
a delicious old fashioned meal.
•1/2 Bar-B-Que Chicken •
.Potato Salad
.Cole Slaw
•Baked Beans
.Corn On Cob

All For Only
M99
up per person

oNEy/

7-05

Hwy. 641 N. Murray, Hy. • 753-9257
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A ONLY UV
IT'S A
STIHM

A real Stihl.
With all the strength. durability and long_ life you
A,A Salk
anlin_Web go
expect from a Stifil-built trimmer...but at an all-time
See the full line
low price.
of Stihl trimmers
The new FS-36 CUT 'N TRIM has many of the features of
and brush cutStihls more expensive trimmers, and contains new engineering advances
ters at your Stihl
for easy use and maintenance.
dealer. •
• Lifetime1A;trranty on electronic ignition.
• New dual-line cutting head with automatic 'bump' line advance.
• The rugged 30.2 cc engine runs cooler and features a flow-through primer
for easy starts.
• The FS-36 comes with a free pair of protective goggles.
Now you can have world-famous Stihl quality bundled up in a trimmer
that cuts down the toughest weeds and puts a trim on your lawn
that would make a barber jealous.
All this In a lightweight.easyto-handle ST1HL trimmer at an
unbelievably low price!

$13119.

Norm HomeIinto
TimeTafae
Murray
Chestnut St.
swrS

PRINTINIC r"-.d
e.

It's
IN

V-1

KA P1--11CS ,riCorporated

we
Our bursiness is dedi- lions. That's not the case
cated to customer satisfac- here. Through innovative
tion in every area. That's strategies or just plain hard
where innovation comes in. work, we get the job done
Delivering each job on and get it done. right. If by
time and for the price chance we do make a misagreed upon are not just take we make it right, guarpromises to us. They repre- anteed.
The fact is good busisent the business practices
requires high stanness
ingrained in success, yours
dards and we want ourgNo
and ours.
When printing compa- stand up to your expectanies run into problems the tions. In fact we are so ttre
Customer is left with ex- they will, we'll guarani&
cuses and a product that it. So let's do business the
dosen't meet their expecta- right way, together.

753-2571

Am. mrt,••• - •

INNOVATIVE
PRINTING &
GRAPHICS
incorporated
1b23 Hwhrvay 121 Bypass
42071
Murray,i<eatudcy.
502-70-8802
Far: 502 753-7.14
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Compare Our
Price & Coverage

--I

• •
• 1' • • el:
".

'

•

For Auto &
Insuranci
Owners
Home

'

•

Ross Insurance Agency

•

Hormie Ross ,S, Danii) Ross
753-0489

600 Main St.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For Your Convenience Now Offers

UPS Pick-Up

16.

Daily Monday-Friday
Ship Weekly •Si Save Money
M-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 am -7 pm Sun 1-%
Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza

'

ILJr_s_j
753-2380

-

Residents say cleanup effort goes too far
"I don't want my flowers torn
PADUCAH, Ky.(AP)- Betty
up," Lambert said. "When I
Escamilla wants a clean neighborhood, but she thinks the- Padu- found out they're. noboallowed, I
cah Housing Authority has gone got so mad, I was almost in
tears."
too far.
Another resident, Marvileite
ladderS
"Sawhorses and
shouldn't be_lrept on the porch -- Siemon, said,' "I moved here
because of the beautiful flowers,
but flower
they're an eyesore
beds are atliactive and very valu- lining the bousefronts and sidewable to us," she said. "It's not alks. I get.therapeutic benefits
fair that we're being penalized from growing flowers."
Beginning Aug. I, housing
for just a few messy folks who
authority tenants may no longer
leave their trash outside."
keep possessions outside the
The housing authority is
including barbecue
apartments,
all
move
to
requiring its residents
personal property inside or pay to grills, trash cans, mops, brooms,-have it moved, according to a let- chairs, tables, bicycles and flower
-tenanti-earher-thir--pets, Suei-----Asetirt,--Direeter-of
ter-seid
Property Management for the
month:
The policy means Lucille UM.- Paducah Housing Authority,
•
bed is faced with the prospect of wrote in the letter.
"Some residents store enortnuprooting the flower bed she has
-rlein
otrs"arnixnns-d'
cultivated for IS years:

T

Ha-ve Vou Been...

RE - MIND D•

which makes it extremely difficult to keep the trash andgarbage
cleaned up and to provide proper
Ian care," she said.
All items not moved inside
will be subject to removal at the

owners'• expense, the letter said.
Five residents presented an
eight-page petition to the housing
authority last week, contesting
the ruling, and were told to
uproot their gardens as well,
Escamilla said.

Another newt death
jeopardizes experiment
SPACE CENTER, Houston (AP)- And then there were two.
-Scientists scrambled today to save the "astronewt" experiment
aboard Cplumbia after the death of a second female adult newt in
410.
less than a iirac.
Astronaut Donald Thomas found the dead animal late Sunday
while checking on two small water chambers holding three adult
newts and scores of newborns and embryos.
.S .
slend
on the newu. One focuses on the creatures inner-ear •evelopment
in space, while the other concentrates on adult fertilization and
embryo WieloPment.
Scientists handpicked four adult newts and 144 eggs to send into
space aboard the shuttle. The adults were injected with hormones to
induce them to lay eggr in-orbit.
-One'Wink died IssOlictppareittly-from stress. Its water tank=along with about 40-eggs it had laid and 48 eggs that had been'
sent into space - was- unplugged and preserved igree..V7
Today, researchers wereltying to figure out how to remove the
latest dead newt_from its scaled tank. If it is'left inside, it could
contaminate some two dozen hatchlings and eggs, Japanescprojest
scientist. Shunji Nagaoka said,
"Itwe can remilve her, we can save most of(the experiment),"
Nagaoka said. ''.`,There won't be any impact. Al! People are now.
TOC1frint on that point."
• At least 48 newt eggs have been hatched_in space, most of them
the weekend. The shuttle's Japanese Maas fiskpopulation
;
over
laci'lexperiencing a baby boom. Wst of the 340 eggs sent into
space and six or • seven of those Aaid in orbit' have hitcheAl. '
. The two-week mission is due :talent Friday.

_
WEDNESDAY,JULY 20,
(For your personalizeddaily JealieDixon horoscope,.based on your own.
date'of birth, call 1-900-988-7788:_ Your phone company will bill you 99
, cents a minute.)
.••• HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE will impress.those who know fastf•' NEXT YEAR OF YOUR *Link_ it:oh. Write to friends.
VIRGO-(Aug. -23:Sept. 22):
New responsibilities bring wonderful opportunities. Seek a scholarship Pea& Of Mind returns when you
or coveted title. Success comes find a way to_discuss yoursoncems.
when you stop Procrastiriating. The Friends are willing to help outs- A winter months find you working new partnership is favored. Lay
. hard to establish more fulfilling rela- your cards on the table..Guard
tionships. Marriage is possible early against making impulsive decisions.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Be
in 1995. A recently-formed business
- -alliance- will reach a mining pint in, patient when trying to amuse family
- the spring. June is a money montlf,- -members' interest in a new project.
,expect a bonus or raise! An old They may not see its benefiti-,Vir
flaine could re-enter your'fife by this away. Be certain to make your
views known- to those in public
•
time next year.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON office. Vote your conscience.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
THIS DATE: basketball coach
Chuck Daly, actress Donna Dixon,. You will soon get the money you
guitarist Caries Santana, artist Judy need to move forward.'Longtime
benefactors and business colleagues
Chicago. —
how their loyalty again andagain.
ARIES (March 21-April 19):
Personally follow through on an Your creative and artistic energies
interesting suggestion; your co- are extremely strong. Mate unusuworkers have their own agendas. ally supportive.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov,22-Dec.
Say- exactly, what you mean when
writing memos. Your huncheS"dbeut 21): You will feel both comfortable
and bold when beginning a new job
romance or work are uncanny.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): or assignment. Heed the words of a
The business climate is about to good friend; you have little to fear.
change; be ready to leap into action. Confirm evening plans with your
You will do well on a test. A child's spouse or romantic partner.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
naughty behavior may be a bid for
19): When challenged, you rise to
attention. Be a good listener.
GEMINI (May 21••June 20): the occasion. Do not allow an enviSeize a chance to recoup your losses. ous associate's criticism to slow
Avoid lecturing to teen-agers; your your progress. -Forgo momentary
words will fall on deaf ears. Instead, pleasures for future benefits.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
set a good example. Self-improvement projects produce quick results. Avoid those who would like to
Romantic partner keeps you guessing.-- -unload their_burdens_iipon
CANCER (June. 21-July 22): say "no" and mean it. The pressure
Use your authority judiciously and of a deadline will enhance your creothers-will respect you more. A cash ativity! Good luck comes through
flow problem can be solved if you business meetings; former clients
apply your resources wisely. Spice return.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
up your love life with an occasional
Your kindness is well-known. Do
surprise. Dine out tonight.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Be cer-- not allow others to take advantage
tam a plan is cost-effective before of your generosity. A loved one may
e ling you. Be prepared for
:
presenting it to higher-ups. Take an bel
associate albng if you travel today. offi foes trying to play politics.
Dressing with understated elegance Keep your head down.

_

HARDIN BAPTIST CHURCH
Beginning At 7:00 P.M. Nightly
Registration Will Begin At 6:00 P.M. Monday,July 25th

TODAY'S CHILDREN are intelligent, feisty and highly competitive.
Positive reinforcement will work much better with them than lectures or
punishment. Wise parents will gently cbax thrm out of an occasional
gloomy mood with loving support. A vivid imagination makes these Caneedans gifted writers, painters or musicians. They have a unique view of the
. world which they are eager to share. An artistic yet practical spouse will suit
,
them best.

Hardin Baptist Church Is Located On College Street In Hardin, KY
For More Information Call The Church Office At 437-4868

LAST CALL!
The Biggest Sale of The Season.

FINAL MARKDOWN
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ALTERATIONS. repairs
and crafted T-shirts Ruth's
See and Sew, Country
Square, 1608 N 121, Murray 753-6981

Full time,pert time stock
& carryout person.

ALL in stock furniture, bedding, & accessories on
sale Must Make room for
new shipments Save now
Carraway Furniture, 105N
-3-d 753-1502

PERFECT for office or retail business High visibility
on 121 Bypass 753-2225
_before 5pm

Attention
Murray!
"POSTALJOBS

•

-as*

_Business on
a Budget?

1E3

Murray Baptist Mission

/2-Dec.
nfortable
new job
ards of a
to fear.
ith your

good
USED lift chair in
condition 474-2397

NICE, dean 213r apt, w/d 6 ROOM house, 1 bath, in
hook-up, nice carpet, ap- country wooded area Re
pliances furnished, 1413 trigerator & range turn
Hillwood Lease/Deposit 'shed, new stem windows &
RETAIL or Office Space in required. No pets Call .vinyl siding. 2 miles from
Apply at Owens
city/ limas off North 16th
753-0814.
S Side Shopping Center
Food Market.
1013
SOFA & matching chair. 753-4509 or 753-6612
NOW feting applications CO 753-8164 evenings be
No phone cab phemsed
Business
30pm-7 30pm
ALLIS CHALMERS 12hp Country blue plaid with oak
for Section 8 low rent hous- tween 5
Opportunity
garden tractor. hydrostat trim, $100 759-4437
310
ing. Apply in person St LAKEFRONT home- beiriu48 deck. 30 hitch great
Ward
Southside Manor, 906 Mut sloping- it on Bicipd
FRANCHISE for sale MayUSED furniture. carpet Ai
To. Rent
Da'you need a GED? Do held. Paducah. •Benton; shhpe, $675 Call refrigerates& I also hand
Broad St Extended, be- River Large deck, family
you' need- hope-lor-the fu. F-ulton: t00 year otd-mdus-tween • Itern-1-2noest. No room: 2- fireplaces: kwkat
---strtpXTefirirshOldlurriiiire
WANTED
Murray lure and help to get a solid try, 25 year old company, ATTN deer hunters- Enter- George Hodges, 806 Colphone calls please. Equal dinng room, $450 monthly
or nearby.. 2-3br home in
career? We have 22 JOB 100% &i.e.'s-Ars rate if you prise Industrial Meat Grin- dwater -Rd
Housing Opportunity.
plus deposit Available imthe $300-$500 monthly
$1226/hour to start.. openings for people 16 etre are accountable, responsi- der, 115/230-v.carbide
mediagey. 753-4428
Competent
&
rerange.
2br,
2
bath
du'
VERY
nice
plus benefits. Postal
WOODEN
desk, sofa &
21 that are not tuil time high - ble and teachable... blades, $575 Call
couple.
sponsible
retired
plex,
appliances
furnished,
sorters,
carriers,
chair 753-4722 after 3pre.
school Students. Call 1-800-447-4889.
NICE 3br brick, 2 b th, 2
474-8339.
We will be traveling to Mur- central gas heat & air
.-7sa-937Wigifire-daysa week
---eleeksFrosainSersemm.
ming
Gar garage."At,
ray
Call
toll
free:
.
$475/mo.
1
mo.
deposit,
1
AGENCY
fire
For an application &
pool, satellite
between 8:00am-3:00pm. HAIR salon for sale Est-a-57 BOGARD trucking and ex1-800-222-4427
&
leave
yr.
lease.
No
pets.
Call
ding,
753-4199
exam information call
by lished business 22yrs, ex- cavating, inc We haul top
place, tar
This - project is
for
Porter.
We
will
message
753,2905, 753-7536.
acres of
horse
or nationwide
1-219-736-4715 ext.
the Job Training Partner- cellent location You may soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
return call.
enced in 3
I•800-455.4199
land
ship Ad throUgh the Ken- call between 6pm-9pm, rock, rip rap 759-1828
P-3482,9a.m.-9 p.m.
FARM wagon, almost new.."..1210
mil
of Murray $550
tucky Department for Em- 759-2549
"ow 32ad year of service
7 days.
WANT to rent a nioe apartELECTRONIC typewriter, bed, $260 753-3683
Houses
No inside
ployment Services and the
ren
deposit
house
with
pet.
Will
mentor
_ excellent condition, various
For Rent
120
West Kentucky. Private Injyr lease Available
*pay pet deposit 753-2337.
MASSAGE THERAPY
_features. Also, caller ID de- *.
dustry .ctiuncil.' This
7473
Relax. release, rejuvenate.
2Eilk house, •Panaraina now! 753,
vice. texCellent conditiokl.
SP*riS
Computers
Equal Opportunity prOg- •
To your home service By
Shores,
$250/mo,
accessible to this area
house, 6 riuSMALL
2br
Equipment .
ram. Auxiliary aids and serappointment
Dave
120
$250/deposit, references. nutes from town, just off 94
COLOR PRINTER, $175 759-4056 leave message
upon
vices
available
are
753-3801 Enjoy_ in good
2 REGULATION size pay
753-6012.
Apartments
502-753 7001
by Duncan's Grocery ,
ACCEPTING applications _ request to individuals with
health!
pool tables Good condiFor -RentFULL
size
waterbed'
4.
work
2BR.
house East of Almo, $295/mo.753-233'9 or
disabilities.
or-tight industrial
EXCHANGE YOUR OLD
ion,
$1,200
foi
one.$1,000
753-8767
WHO'S calling you-fiCaller clerical work. Apply in perHARD RIvEFqp A LAR- 759-4490
or the other or $2;100 for _1,2,3BD sots": Furnished, $275/mo. Deposit required.
ID World of Sound....son at 1210 Johnscin,Blyd. EARN $1,000 weekly stuf- GER & FASTER ONE
very
nice
near
MSU.
No
753-6088.
NEW metal siding & roof- both. Call 753-9022 ask for
fleg envelopes at home No
753-5865
753-125?
CALL HAWK(NS 'RE- - ing Cover 36" cut to length Philor 759-9203 after 5pm pets,
2BR.near ,RASU campus, no
AVON,: Anee1-3 Skin So experience. Free
DETAILS
SEARCH'
FOR
in 1-0 colors, galvanized ask for Joe Serious in- days.753-0606 after 5pm. pets, deposit. 753-2967 or
inquire information/supplies. No
Call
to
.
Soft
30%'off.
LEARN IC UWE
501-753-7001
ANYTIME,
.arid galvalume. Secondary quires only.
1BR duplex on 280 taste- , 753-4857:a- bout becoming an Avon obligation. Send selfTRACTOR-TRAILERS
BARNS for rent Air aired..;
representative. 753-3383. addressed st.Liiiped enve- PC REPAIR-,UPGRADES- if available. Portable car- DP Air Go-Meter sprint ex- fully decorated, energy stfi
2BR, sun porch
. 13urley,.. Ifiaikfiredoent,
$275/mo.
deposit.
-lope to: Horizen, Dept FF TRAINING•A* YOUR LO- • port kits.: 489-2722 or
• . ercise bike, like new,$100
AVON wantsindividuals in- PO Box 2149, Brownwood, CATION HAWKINS RE- 489-2724.
P 753-1300 or 489-2116after
753-8848 before gas
489-2218
all 7PM
terested ire, earning
9pm.
TX 76804.
SEARCH, 753-7001
PLEXUZ Boq Torier;live
• 7
$8-$14.1hr - No door to door.
CREEKVIEW Self-storage --timed -positions of passive
210
1BR furnished. No ,-pets.'
EARN $1,000 Weekly stuf,1 -800-827-4640.
'3BR brick 4 miles from warehouses on Center
140
,exercise -without added
Available' August 7th.
fing envelope:4 at home
town, appliances furnished, Drive behind' Shonby;s
BIG Apple Cafe, Puryder,- Start now, no ineerirce.
Want
stress to all the major musfirewdod
753-5980. „2car garage,$500/mp rent. $20-$40/mo 759-4081
TN is now taking applica- Freesupplies,free informaTo Buy
cles of the body & causes
-;.tions foc- restaurant help. tion. No.. obligation, Send
mild aerobic effect Call A FIREWOOD for sele-7- 1BR low utilities, no'pets, Deposit & lease required.
NORTHWOOD Storage :437-4667
•
. references & deposit re- 759-4664.
Apply in person. S.A.S.E. to: VISTA- Dept ANTIQUES by the piece or Tom
Hop
presently has units avail- •
$185-/-m.o.
901-247-5798.
k, carport, Flonda able Call 753-2905,1
3BR
79, PO Box 60650, San collections Gall 753-9433 502-753-6001
753-3949 •
after 5pm:
trees, dig- 753_7536
Angelo,'TX 76906.
CABLE TV -installers
VIBROSAUN Body Condirwith
1BR near MSU,applfpnces hw
--needed for Louisville area.
home
mobile
EASY WORK! EXCEL- CASH for
tioner, - combines vibration
furnished. Coleman RE ice-ma
Top 'pay Experience pre370
436-2578.
LENT PAY! Assemble pro- tires & axles.
with sauna in a reclinging PIANO tuning John 153-9898.
$485/mb. 753ferred, training available for
Livestock
901-644-0679.
ducts'attiome.
position Call Tom Hopkins, Gottschalk, 753-9600
qualified individuals, Must
-- • & Supplies
JUST DO IT!
1 OR 2br apts near down- 3BR plus study.
11800467-5566 ext. 8047. GASH'paid for good, used, 502-753-6001.
truck
town Murray. 753-4109.
yard. DiShwas
Full Set Acrylic Nails have own late model
EXCELLENT trail horse,,-& tools.. - Must have current POLL-TIME'. position qp.en, rifles, shotguns; and pis- WIEDER complete home
kup, rbfri
240
gentle, eirr old, Forrel
Sporting
$25.00
Benson
..1„ ROOMS for rent at $614
for responsible person to tols.
:vehicle insurance, Call NaGypipac
gym, $360- Rid
/mo, Quarter Horse, 15 2.
Olide:- Utilities furnished.
Natural Nail
work in .medical -facility in Goods, 519 _S- . 12th, -2000 fitneSs system, $50.
Corn,- 800-776-7229
no piste $1,500. Call 753-2905 pr
leas
kilscellaneces
Murray.
Experience
in
kitchen,
living
room
Marshall
Co.
Share
System
Capping
Exercise bike,,$35. Nin758
leave inesage
753-7536.
(with calcium) 520.00 CAPTAIN D's is now taking insurance, accounts re'' CIVIL war, WW 1 or 11 guns, tendo, $35Y Microwave. BAHAMA CRUISE! 5 & bathrOom facilities. Walk
general
office
to
MSU.
Coleman.
RE
ceivable
&
for assistant
swords, pictures, other are:, _ $40. RCA Iv, $50. Bent- days/4 nights, underEyebrow Arch $4.00 applications manager
duties necessary. Please facts. Old Coca-Cola ad-. wood rocker,'$30. Bas- booked! Must sell! 753-9898.
traimanager &
Highlight $26.00
nees. Apply in person at send resumes to: PQ,BOX vertising or gas & oil ad sinet, $30. Call 753-7083., $279/couple. Limited tick: 28R brick duplex, quiet
Hi-Sheen Glosser
1040 F,..IiAurray.
Captain D's of Murray.
ets (407) 767-8100 ext area, shade, new patio,
items, old stone• whiskey
„..
4395 Mon-Sat...gam-10pm. new refrigerator. No •pelt.
$15.00
withadvertismentson
jugs
elevator
FULL-time
outside
waitresses
DANCERS and
for
ask
753-3633,
front.
Cali
$345/mo. 753-6931.
•
•
!
supervisor.
K
e
of
in
'.frittge Benellb
Lady
needed at The Foxy
250
Larry.
grain
auger
Paris, TN. Please call Char2BR duplex in Panarama
759-1874
Business
Appliances
bins pOS111°t4 aintelie os-Jeri at 901-644-0301.
WANT.to buy; antique furShores, lakeview, 1 block
FILLED.
Services
nan
ary deRun this 2Y2 consistency ad-in Classinitute, glassware & china 1 DEEP freeze, refrigerators,
to KY Lake, $250/mo &
pe • on experience
piece or housefull. Call stoves, washers & dryers. K.T.I. and Associates offer- $300/mo 527-9639.
fieds
every day,including the Shopper,
• _
753-3404.
ing a full line of investigative
4,92-8128 'between 354-8528, anytime
,
We Would love To Have You fit Our Seroices
for
$160
a month (paid ih adyctnce)
213R
duplex,
18024
B
services.. Bel. Air Center.
lOarri--&30pin -FULL-time experienced
Monroe Ave, lease, depo753-3868 or 436-6099.
short order cook. Well adsit. 'No pets, $350.
justed, versitle, fast produc753-8002 dftrir 5pm,
270
tion, no problems with
Mobile
201' S. 6th St.
3BR,
2 bath, low utilities,
well
w/
works
athority,
Homes For Sale
with garage, $550/mo.
Murray, Ky. 42071
others, neat in appearance,
and highly motivated. Apply
1-2X52..trailer with a 12X52 753-3293 after 6pm.
Partrin Hall, Pastor
in person from 8am-3pm
built on 4br, can be moved 3BR, 2 bath, 2 car garage
a.m.
Sunday Morning- Sunday School
Mon-Fri, 10am-2pm Sat;at
by house movers, asking duplex, new. W/D hook-up
100 North 5th Street
Preaching
1045 a.m.
Pam's Cake Hut, 410 Main
$800 Call 753-0751
appliances furnished, lyr
Church
Christian
Across
from
First
St.
530 p.m.
Sunday Evening
Preaching
lease, no pets. Fallbrook,
RIVEROAK,
1981
14'X72'
Serving Murray and Calloway County Since 1692
HARDEE'S of Drafferiville
12'X18' screen porch, behind Circus Skate.
7.00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Preaching
now -hiring day -shift em12)(18' storage building, 436-3017.
Quality workmanship at the
ployees all positions,
24 acre, 24'X28' garage. BRITTNEY RIDGE
lowest prices in the area.
cashiers,cooks & prep. Be5 0 2 - 7 5 3 - 1 4 1 5 , APARTMENTS. 5br, 2.4
ginning wage 55/hr. Apply
502-442-8764 _
bath, $640/mo. Contact
Summer Hours 12:00 till 5.00
in person. No phone calls
Century 21, Loretta Jobs
'1986
ATLANTIC
14X52,
please.
partially furnished, central Realty, 753-1492.
IMMEDIATE openings:Orh/a, w/d, appliances,
1206 Chestnut • Murray, KY
ganist and choir director for
$9,500 753-9540.
Process/Manufacturing Engineer. Rapidly
EFFICIENCY apartment.
Church.
Christian.,
First
Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
growing automotive OEM joint venture molder
1987 14X70 BUCC., excel- No pets $150/mo.
Please send resume to:
(Doors open at 600)
and extruder of rubber products requires
MO "No
lent condition, 2,,br & 2 full 753-5980
. •
111 N 5th St, Murray, KY
baths. Built in appliances, FOR 3 people.
additional engineering staff. Candidate should
42071. (502)-753-3824.
Come see the blooming Dayillies, Japanese Iris •
cfila, all electric w/pole. partially lurpished._ availKnights of Columbus Hall
have_knowledge of Autocad._ SRC, cost and
..
1 and Homo. Over a00 varieties.IMMEDIATE- operimg -Fur
French doors,112,000. able June 1st, $150/mo
project planning
and
KY 94 West to Johnny Robertson Road, South to Sq
methods,
reduction
scrap
Fres Plant With This Coupon
time
position
to
work
as
an
,
753-81
17
6-10pm,
or
leave
Hale Road, nght on Sq Hale Road 1/4 mile
•
each. 753-9564.
abilities. Associate or bachelors degree in
aide in outpatient physical
Open Garden Friday-Sunday I
message.
I
mechanical or manufacturing engineering preOPEN TO THE PUBLIC NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION
HILLDALE Apartments
therapy clinic. Send re1988 14X70 FLEETWOOD under new management.
ferred. Salary commensurate with experience.
sume to: Scott Winkler
753-0466 P.O. Box 1033 Murray
mobile home, all electric, 1 Come see the changes takPT., 312 S 8th St, Murray,
Excellent benefits program. Send resumes in
Owner, bought new, ing place. Now available
KY 42071.
confidence to:
$10,000 firm! 436-6094.
2br apartment, 24hr mainKathy Stier
America's Second Car
RECEPTIONIST- assistant
19g4 BUCANEER 14X52, tenance. Handicap acces- I 94E turn left on Van Cleave Rd. (Happy Holiday I
Manager of Human Resources
for doctors office. Must
new,furnished, in Fox Mea- sible. Office hours
Pontoon). Go 1/4 mile, turn left on Bethel Church
have basic clerical skiffs &
Plumley-Marugo, Ltd.
dows.
All for $23,000 firm. 8am-4:30pm Mon-Fri.
Rd.(1483). First road to left(Cook Rd.)tum left. 1st I
excellent personality for deP.O. Box 69
OpportunHousing
Equal
•
Call 759-9311.
house on left (approx. 1/4 mile).
aling with people. ExperiParis, TN 38242
ity. TDDO 1-800-545-1833
ence helpful but will train
a
wen
am
ems
awe
won
NEN
locafions Co.rist to Coast
mme
wom
awn
IL
BY owner- 1987 Buccaneer Ext. 287, 437-4113.
qualified person. Apply at
double wide 26'X70', vinyl i
Heskett Chiropractic Censiding, shingle roof, 3br, 2 KENTUCKY Lake, Laketer between hours of
Toys, Inc.
Discovery
full
baths, den with fire- land Westfy
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
-armpit tr•
• (
utilities in8am-5pm.
etect
place, central Iva, stove, apartment,
cluded, rent based On indishwasher.
refrigerator,
So.
12th
Office: 753-6910
112
THE Courier Journal is
older, handicap
large 15'X17' covered front come.55 &
looking for a self-motivated
Murray, KY 42071
1-800-THE-DUCK
Equal Housing
Sheila Bet(
porch, 8'X12'covered back & disabled.
individual to deliver one of
Opportunity.
Lowest Rates in Town
porch. 24'X24' work shop&
Others Is 'Mat 'We're 5111- About!
Serving
our Sunday only routes in
502-354-8888. •
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
2 bay carport, other_out'Murray. Hardin
Aurora.
T.O. Box 888 • Murray, ne 42071
Developmental Toys, Books & Games for cal
buildings: 2 acre lot3 miles
Must have reliable transages Horne Demonstrations, Fund-misers.
(5021 7534498 • Voice Mai( Box 888
641
South
of
Murray.
Prportation & cash bond. If
LARGE 2br, gad heat.
Catalog/Phone Ceders. The New Book of
iced to sell. Call 753-6962. super low utilities, close to
interested contact David •
1.4rice MaiL Iti-Weekly Mortgage Escrow
Knowledge Encyclopedia
Hussey at 1-800-866-2211.
other
tennents
are
college,
"taws Division: Tersoludicsif
Clad
Part & Full Time Career Opportunities
quiet professionals. DepocAucational Materials, Seasonal Messages
barmaids,
waitWANTED
Viso/MC
&
Discover
MOBILE home 2br, gas sit required. $395/mo.
Terry
resses & dancers, $500
heat, 100X100 lot in Pine Available August 1st&
INFO TALK - 753-2284
FRANCIE RAY • (502) 759-4739
Tatlock
plus weekly. Doll House
Bluff Shores.- 113-.500. 7694828.
Cafe, Paris, TN.
436-5895
Licensed
901-642-4297, 7pm-2am,
MUR-CAL Apartments now
TRAILER & small cabin out accepting applications for
Agent
on 1349 down by Ledbetter 1, 2, and 3br apartments.
070
Church 753-1038
Phone 759-4984. Equal
Domestic
Housing Opportunity.
& Childcare
250
To Fit Most Major Brands
NEW 1412br apts in FarABSOLUTELY Clean! ExMAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
Mobile
w/
$310
mington.
Starts
at
perienced, dependable
Homes For Rent
lows of Now and used Parts
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
water & garbage paid.
cleaning service Home or
Inventory in Winn Xiontucky
North
of
Murray,
2BR
refrig,
w/d.
disLargoof
Stove.
References
_availoffice
We represent several of the top rated
$210/rno 753-8582
hwasher furnished.
Kitchen Aid
able. Call Kim at 436-2569
NOR**
companies including; Continental Gen345-2748 after 4pm,
FOOds"
trailer
2BR
No
pets
CLEANING houses is my
762-4483 days.
eral, CNA, Employers Health, ICH, PrinciSoas
.10,019001
GE
On Hwy.,68 - 1/2 mile from
753-9866
business. Reliable and exTravelers,
Creek
Bridge
Union Bankers &
Jonathan
pal Mutual,
duplex
apartNEW
.213r
perienced, references. Call
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
ments, gas heat, w/d hookWashington National, to give you the best
Linda 7599553.
electric or gas Walking-disup; 'appliances furnished,
tance
to
college
753-5209
possible rates and benefits. For "Top
NEED a dean house? Call
novels,available July 15th,
Turkey & Dressing • Fried Chicken
me, Charlie at 753-1416
Companies and Top Service" contact
$425/mo, 1yr lease, depoTapPan
. COffea or Tea
Wow*
sit required Call 753-4873
Terry at: 753-4199
weetnebousa
WILL dean houses, refer%Imo
Tax
Plus
$4.95
Allen
6
30pm,
after
#490ic Chef
ences: reasonable rates
Properties.
11*3-300 p.m. Only
4374064
DOWNTOWN office space
Open 7 Days 4 p.m.-9 p.m.
NEW 2br duplex, gas heat,
WILL stay 'with elderly or
available across from
appliances No pets
sick. Expffnonoe & refer
courthouse Wdmo indudLease Available August
710-1/13
eases Call 7112-4690 for
Wm
Court aware
mg all utilities 763-1286
15th, $400/mo 753-7457
information
1994 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
nuenvice u-now
siandanzed in 10
plans and we write
all 10.
The part A deductible
you. Of your
insurance,
by
musipsy
increased to $696 in
:.-- .1994.
For more information
call:'
McCONNELL

OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Closed
Open Ipm
Mon -Tues Pizza, salads,
hot sandwiches, gyros &
bread 'sticks Dine-in or
carry out 474-8119 or
1 800-649-3804

Houses
Foe Rent

Call 756-1916 for details.

LUCUS SHOE
REPAIR

z-.

Lowest Prices Ever
Refrigerator Liquidation
Up To $500
Call 759-4944
Displayed at Video Gold
Save

22-Jan.
u rise to
an envito slow
mentary

7eb. 18):
I like to
youpressure
your crethrough
✓ clients

I CsiC Nursery

rch 20):
own. Do
dvantage
one may
ared for
politics.

753-2993

Ugly Duckling

I
I

I

HALEY'S AUTO SALES

npetitive.
ctures or
:casional
Cance!Av of the
will suit

S

We are Looking for
Managers and
Part-Time Sellers

erqices
Steve &

APPLIANCE PARTS

The
Dinner Bell Restaurant
Buffet -- AN You Can Eat!

McConnell Ins. Agency

WARD ELKINS

905 Sycamore, Murray, KY
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520

I

530

Haus

Rosie

For Sale

& !Men

I

55,4Ices

Offered
I

West won with the jack and reBast dealer.
MUST seal 1985 Sea Ray CARROLL'S custom garturned the ten ofspadesto declarer's
Both
sides
vulnerable.
Runabout.$6,250 obo den tilling, bushhogging
king.South thereupon led a heart to
NORTH
box grader, blade work.
753-5927
dummy's ace and —consistent with
Ili A
Free estimates. Gerald
his original plan — took a second
V A 866 4
USED boats, motors, Val- Carroll. 502-492-8622 •
club finesse.
era & salvage parts for sale.
•932
Chins
Chimney
CHIM
Boat & motor repair AN
Disaster!West won with theicing
•1065 3
work & parts guaranteed Sweeps has 10% senior
and
cashed the 9-8-7-6 of spades,
WEST
EAST
Wayne Demirel Manne Re- citizen discounts. We sell •J 10 98 76 2
producing this position:
+543
chimney
caps
and
screens
HWy
1
2
1
S
pair,
North.
435-4191,
•1073
11,QJ 2
502-436-5464.
IP 86
• A K Q 76
COMPUTER SERVICE I • 10
•9 3
•8 7
5)0
TRAINING. 502-753-7001. •K
West
East
SOUTH
Services
•2
Q
Offered
COOPER Lawn Service.
•K Q
✓ 10 7 3
New & existing . Call
•A K Q 7
V K9
1 1 1 1 1 1 A 1. Hauting. 502-435-4588
•10
•J 8 4
moving,clean-up,odd jobs,
South
0 A Q 942
Wee trimming,tree removal, COUNTERTOPS, custom.
VK
yard mowing, mulch haul- Homes, trailers, offices. The bidding:
ing. Clean up sheet rock & Wulfts Recovery. Murray. East
•J 854
South West North
other building materials. 45560•..
When WeaL now caahed theauce
3* . 3 NT _
Free estimates. Tim Limb.
of spades, on which East discarded
jack of spades.
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating Opening lead
436-5744.
Yesterday we discussed this deal the queen of hearts, poor South was
and Cooling Service. Com1. 1 1 1 1 A Hauling, tree plete installation and gor- from the 1974 match between Italy squeezed and could nottake another
trimming, tree removal, & y ice. Call Gary at and North America where the Rai- trick!So the U.S.declarer wenttlown
cleaning out sheds. attics. 759-4754-ianikholdingthaNertheotitheards -six —600-points — almost neetralodd jobs, & will haul &
and at the first table, got to five clubs izing his teammates' plus of 800,
bulldozing
CUSTOM
Free
estimulch
spread
and thereby added another zany
mates 436-5744 Luke -backhoe work, septic sys- doubled and went down 800.
chapter
to the annalsof world chamterns,
354-8161
after
4pm,
The
bidding
went
very
differLamb
Horace Sholer.
.aptly at the second table, where the pionship history.
1982 FORD Granada, new 1 1 1 1 ALL around mowing,
'ff... Clieteet,
air, good car, $1,500 obo trimming, tree removal. Joe CUSTOM round baling., tr:13:Nertk8outh pair reached three
.
753-0062.
HeHo
• 130trunIP 66 Shown.
7624791
_
•
•
--v
Wisigleat
a
Vide
dtuntrlyli
abe
to
•
„
& D Lawn -Care. FreeStranger!
1988 BLACK;
:
ilionda Pro- 1 1 1 A all arcitmd mowing,
anddeclarerWasfaced withthe queakid
nY trimming, hauling. Mark estimates, 48;9-2296.
tion
Searching for answers to all
of how to play the club suit. He
DO. 436-2528.
TOUCHLESS AUTOMATIC ,
DRYWALL, .finishing, re- needed five club trick/ to make the
those who/what/where questions
and
bloviadditions
about your new city?
Owners Kimber & Jimmy Joe Male
2 ALL-round custom trent—PairS'
contract and was thereforeforced to
k990 MAROON Chevy Lu- _ trimmers, hedges, removal. _Inif ceilings. 753-4761.
1301 N. 12tti St.•U.S. Hwy.641 N.•Murray, KY 42871
As WELCOME WAGON Repassume
that
East
had
the
king.
_
mina, 4dr, new tires, clean. :light hauling, etc. 4yrs ex- GERALD WALTERS.
•
resentative, It's my job-to help you
But when he led the ten of clubs
Call 753-0118 after 6prn. Perience, free estimates- Roofing, vinyl siding, paintget over the hurdles of being a
from dummy and East followed low,
newcomer.
'
2102 ask for Mathew. ing. Free estimates. 18 South had to further decide whether
1992 -EAGLE- Talon; 161/_. 436
DOHC. 4cl/1, 5sp, loaded, Al, Al's hauling, yasdiwork, years experience. Local re- "East had the K.z"of clubs or
By bringing you some useul
ti16•KJ: excellent comlition-; new tree removal, mowing. Free ferences 751-2592.
gifts. Community info. Advice on
'After
greitthought,
he
playedlew
tires, 40.XXX mites: estimates. 759-1-683+ ,
-reliable business in your _now
HADAWAY - Construction. from hie hand.'
$10,000 obo; 1 owner.
neighborhood. And more.
Remodeling,
vinyl
siding,
HEATING,COOL(NG &-ELECTRIC,Inc.
502-753-8613- after Al Tree Service. Stump vinyl replacement win,
removal and spraying. Free
5:30pm.
dows, vinyl- flooring.
estimates.
436-2247,
or
Central Heating & Cooling Service & Installation
436-2062.
e 1983 NISSAN Mime, tilt.
Electrical Service & Instanation- Cruise, power windows, 492-8737.
HANDYMAN for hire. Roof_ .......
Licensed Gas _Merchant
dean car. Cal 753-0851, Al Tree trimming 6-tight ing, house repair & yards
hauling. -Paul Lamb
after 6pm.
HKW ms-.10711_ .
mowed. 474-2037.
436-2102.
- _
• Daily di Weekly Rentals
Thane* Imam)iowdetrams
1994 RED Trans Ato ST.
JIM'S
Garden
Service.
• Clean, Dependable Cars
loaded, 4,9XX miles. AIR Conditioning. Ron Hall Gartlens- breaking, dis•
rovi. .'xJ
PRODUC
Heating, Cooling and
753-2446, before 4pm
• Call Us For Rates
Electric Co. Service, unit kin,tilling. Lawns- seeding
fertilizing
new
existing.
or
&
complete
Murray, KY
(502) 435-4699
replacement and
Valdes Under $200!
instaigion. ucensed gas in_ Blade work & bush,
Can sectioned by IRS,
stetter. Phone 435-4699. -fringing. Reasonable
DEA, FBI asticerride.
East Main St.
'rates. 753-3413.
--‘•-• •
Tnicks, boats, moothomen,
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur*mime_ it Lusa
4
z
1 ossi
air .
compass. NW morel CAT
753-4461
niture repair & custom KITCHEN CABINET REToll Rod
"
FACING.
Make
your
old
VOAID
KO
woodworking. 753-8056.
1 8100) 436-6867
new again with Formica, All
Eat.-A•1901,
colors, free estimates.
* Four Star *
Wulff's Recovery, -Murray,
Mobile Home
KY. 436-5560.
Experienced builder of houses,
On Group & Individual Health &
Parts & Service
Used
LARRY'S SMALL ENgarages, pole barns & storage
Medicare Supplements
Trucks
Porches A decks available
GINE REPAIR Over 20yrs
wlmetal root.
buildings. Also remodeling. Call for
experience.
Riding
mow1983 FORD Ranger,
Also *lie Insurance ellome Care
Aluminum carports
ers, push mowers, chain
estimates, no job too large or too
$2,000 obo 436-2528
mulched & ire' Mending.
and •Nursing Home `Coverage.
weed-eaters.
saws,
or
Any
Mark
small.
Screened rooms.
make or model. Serviced or
Silver root coating.
1987 MAZDA B2000 pickrepaired. Reasonable
up, cab plus LX, with Leer
Whale root coating.
rates. Free estimates,
fiberglass topper. Asking
prompt dependable serEvenocii vinyl underpinning
$4,700. Call 492-8544.
- lifetime warranty.
vice. Satisfaction guaranK Rok underpinning.
teed. 492-8437.
Authorized
1988' FORD 150 Lariat. 5
larbC2aciet
BRIGGS & STRATTON
Doors, windows. Metal
liter V-8, lwb with tool box,'
siding, floor repair.
sod KOHI:FA
bed rails, 49,XXX mitring.
Savid Casa
Mee furnace &
759-1565.
ea conditioning.
LICENSED for electric and
Across from Southern States
1989JEEP Cherokee Plodgas. 753-7203.
(502)
492-8488
Phone
eer 4X4. '1 owner.
Engine
LIGHT hauling, tree trim492-8615.
Hwy. 641
ming & removal. CaUIndustrial
Road
101
1989 NISSAN pick-up,
753-2320, ask for Don.
* N. Hazel *
P.O. Box 247
white, blue interior, a/c, am/
Murray, KY 42071
MULCH delivered. Murray
fm radio, good condition,
50,XXX miles, $5,000. APPLIANCE REPAIRS: 436-5560.
Also Repair Work
BCS Tillers
Factory trained by 3 major PAINTING interior & exter759-9960.
Kevin Lamb
manyacturers. All work ior. All types of home repair.
Richard Lamb
and parts warranted. Ask Free estimates. Call
510
for Andy at The Appliance 436-5032 anytime.
Works, 753.2455.
Campers
PLUMBING repairman with
1976 MOTORHOME, APPLIANCE SERVICE. same day service. Call
51,XXX miles, new tires, Kenmore, Westinghouse, 436-5255.
Onan generator, reduced Whirlpool. 30+ years ex
$5,500. Also Case riding perience. BOBBY ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
mower, retisuilt engine & HOPPER, 436-5848.
painting, plumbing, condeck, $750. 753-7375.
BACKHOE SERVICE. crete,Free estimates. Call
„1
19
:2
1 refr
Aigor.
LJO
erat
-ALY26ft
tNin beds_
self- BRENT ALLEN septic tank 474-2307.
contained 2dr tancken. roof installation, repair, replaceSEAMLESS gutters inresint 759-1515.
;#91%
‘ N1001:0 WORKS
le."-`rw---- rear bath, awning. Price BACKHOE Service - ROY stalled, residential or cow—
negotiable. 502-753-8284. HILL. Septic system, drive- mercial, ServaN Gutter Co.
CI 0•
753-6433.
ways, hauling, foundations,
018f1C
;20
753-2378
.382-2306
SHEETROCK
finishing,
etc 759-4664.
Bouts
textured ceilings. Larry
,BACKHOE Service, com- Chrisman. 492-8742.
& Motors
plete foundations, septic
16F1 bass beat, 150hp mo- systems. R.H.Nesbett, Ma- SUREWAY Tree & Stump
tor, trailer, custom cover, sonry. Phone 492-8516, Removal. Insured with full
skeeter Wrangler, $4,950. pager 762-7221.
9
line of equipment. Free esSell or trade. 436-5082,
timates. Day or night,
BILL'S Window Cleaning. 753-5484.
436-5811.
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
Back to help with your
CUSTOM WOOOV/ORKING
18' MARK Twain ski boat, Spring
cleaning. THE Gutter Co. Seamless
All Types Of:
351 Ford I/0, 188hp, AAer- Residential/Commercial. aluminum gutters, variety
cruiser outdrive. 2 props 753-5934.
of colors. Licensed, inCustom Woodworking
and
and ready to ski. Tandem
sured: Estimate available
trailer, boat serviced twice BOB'S Plumbing Repair 759-4690.
Kitchell & Bath Cabinets
a year, $3,300. 762-4791. Service. All work guaran
• Orop By And See Our Showroom •
teed. 753-1134 or VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
409 Sunbury • Murray- (Bound Bunny Breed)
1984 16FT AluminaCraft, 436-5832.
Service Center, cleaning40hp Johnson motor with
servicing $15; most repairs
753-5940
trailer. 753-4549.
BRYON'S LAWN SER- $35. Free estimates.Route
'VICE.
Free estimates. 1, Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5,
1987 BAYLINER, 27ft,
Mon,-Fri.; 753-0530.
sleeps 6, new carpet, new 753-4591.
upholstery, new paint, CARPET binding & fring- WINDOW & patio doorVulvo out drive, excellent ing. Enger Custom Design glass replacement
condition, $19,000. Carpets, 753-7614. Dave & 753-2330.
436-2163 or 436-5270.
Lissa Godflf OVMEWS.
5 o
1987 SLYVAN 16h V- CARPORTS for cars and
Free
bottom aluminum boat, trucks. Special sizes for
column
1987 Evinrude 40hp motor, motor home, boats, RVs
1987 EZ Loader trailer, ex- and etc. Excellent protec- 2 BEAUTIFUL gray kittens
cellent condition. $4000 tion, high quality, excellent to good homes. 753-3994,
obo 247-1735
value. Roy Hill 759-4664. 762-6152.
Our Buffet features piping hot entrees, fresh vegetables and a variety

house _foe, sale!
HAY for sale Fescue Of BY °WRIER. 3br, I sbath HOUSE 1 4 acres, new NEW ft, great location,
2000sq
brick
kitchen,
ranch.
Eat-in
aainL
why',
carpet
&
$2
contrail
bail
or
Clover. $1 75 a
formal dining room, living Iva Detached heated gar- 31x,2 baths, great room, dr,
with storage 436-2569
kddien, utility room walk in
room, family room with
age 753-9652
CIOSet Has all city
bay window Central gas
heat & air. wall-to-wall car- HOUSE and acreage, county taxes & extras. Call
Psis
pet, ceiling tans, jacuzzi, -753-1300, leave message. during daytime 753-7435,
& &robs
14x14ft storage bldg Lot 9am-6pm 489-2116, evening 753-3966.
AKC Chow puppy for sale 75x/50, adjacient lot avail- 7pm-lOpsn
SPACIOUS 3br. 2 beet.
able Walk to banks & shop- IDEAL for starter, retire- with great flowing lay out.
Call 759-1668
ping. Priced to see, mid
beautiful kitchen. breakfast
AKC registered Basset $70's. Call for appt. ment, or rental property
Small 2br house with large room, 'seperate dining
Hound puppies, In-colored. 753-4359. •
extra lot, 5 minutes from room. Lots of extras, coun25•ea Papers, wormed
FOR sale by owner 3br, Murray near Duncan's try club view. Call for your
& 'shots 753-7249
appointment today
- 14 bath brick home in grocery, $29,900
HAVE an obedient, safe
753-2905, 753-7536
---axintry (Dexter area), car- 753-2339, 753-8767
dog for show or home port, screened in front
IN
Harden,
frame
house on
Classes or private lessons porch, out-buildings, 84
Serving Murray for over acres of land. Call 2 acres, city water, gas,
3br, large living room, waft
12yrs 436-2858
437-4897 after_51)m
—stove, refrigerator, 2LABRADOR puppjes. GREAT investment- poten- .18,000 BTU a'c's & 21R
-19711— HONDA 75 OF
AKC, yellow, male & fe- tial fixer-upper in nice area deep freeze $30,000.
Supersport, $100
male, guaranteed hips Pa-, of town Priced in the $30's. 437-4180, 437-4234
759-4659 message
radise Kennels, 753-4106 Contact RE/MAX
1982 YAMAHA 650 Maxim,
753-7653:
Dog Grooming
PEG'S
20xXx. 436-5648_
271+

--,••••••

PURE-bred Chows, ready
to go Kirksey 489-2042
Jana Nightengale.
inn

4.7eine,k
CM WASH.

..;11,tit,--Wdl tta%1.1111.11g... •

•-•
FUTRELk FARMS
open for. fie season on
23rd July_ Will be offering a
full line of fresh produce.
Call 753-8848 ors- 22nd
July.

$8,500 WILL pet
2
.. 2ix,- 1 bath
extra
!son
Re
S. Call
7
ANDREW Parris • Estates..
for sale, off Martin. Cbapel
•

Rd.'759-9247

c9MMERCIAL
.
building for
sale- City's best location,.
Court Square. Paris, TN.
Two story, 2500sq. ft per
floor 1-800-447-4889
9am-6pm,.leave message,
,
•

FOR sale: 6 ' acres,
$20,000„ 2rni N of Mrey.
753-9663_
- iFOR sale. 7 acres, 4 miles
South of Murray on Hwy
1828. Call 753-0621.
HALEY -Appraisal Service, •
call
Bob
Maley
502-489-2266

KQPPERUD Realty has
"-Iliyers waiting ta -purchase
homes-all price ranges. If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courts--ous and professional
'agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St.
NEW duplex for sale: Cambridge Estates. Gene
Steely 753-6156.
YOUR OWN PRIVATE ES.TATE! Build your dream
home on this 3.7 acre tract
on the corner of Van Cleave
& Kaye Road. Priced right
at $14,900_ Call Fred at
Prudential Sick & Co..
527-7000.4.15

12X60 trailer, carport w/
ights, well,septic, outbuildng, ready to move into.
436-5648
LOT & camper for sale set
up in Pirates Cove,
492-8571

100X140 SOUTHWEST
Villa subdivision. AN city
utilities, reduced. 753-4873
after 6pm
BEAUTIFUL wooded building lot close to Murray on
paved road, $8,900. Call
Paul Dailey, RE/MAX,
753-7653
450
Finns
For Ws

HOG farm 1 i.5- acres, Water. electricity. farrowing
house Kirksey area.
489-2617

2BR on '7. acre with 2
out-buildings, new vinyl sid-ing,--fo-kfin windows, new
well & septic system', completely redecorated 2yrs
ago, gas' heat, $36,000.
489-2440
3BR, 1 bath country home,
acres yard, 8 acres of
good pasture. Fully
equipped satellite, large
deck, lots of room, newly
landscaped, $45,000. In
TN close to KY line,
901-247-3301
•

4 NEW 3br houses on city
water 6 sewer Will consider trading for other property Priced in the $70's to
low $80's-r 753-3672 after
5pett
9YR old 3br home, Cedar
Wino, pool with deck.
paved dnve on 1 acre of
land, nicely landscaped
with many extras, only 4
mils* front Erma $75000
Call 753-6885

•

•

RON HALL

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

fAi A

rS

VOLUNTEER
11-1100-ILUNG-USA

Holland Motor Sales

William Duncan
Building Contractor

.•
Compare My Rates

474-8267

Pardom, Thurman &
McNutt Insurance

Lamb's Small

753-2925

Expand your profit$
with a quality
SIGN.

Purchase our terrific Buffet
and get a Regular Sirloin
Steak for just '1.99 more.

$52,900
is your ticket to an unbelievable 1555 sq. ft.
BRICK HOME.Three bedrooms,2 full baths,
28' great room, eat-in kitchen, large master
suite, vaulted ceiling, fireplace, central heat &
air and many more amenities. Custom built
on crawl space. Garage, basement and other
options available.

CYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card

Over 6,0011 Satisfied Customers
Since 1958

(502)582-1800

SIRLOIN
STOCKADE
FAMILY STEAK HOUSE

3418 Lone Oak Rd., Paducah, ICY 42003

(502)554-3267

of crisp, chilled salads. And for a limited time when you purchase
our Buffet, get.a Regular Sirloin, prepared just the way you prefer,
at this sizzling low price! Limited Time Ch.One Person Per Speual No sharing, please

Call Us Today!

753-1916

Bel-Air Center • mammy • 753-0448

N/01.

>mg.

•
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TODAY IN HISTORY

jack and reto declarer's
ed a heart to'
eigtent with
ok a second

rith thelting
3 of spades,

East
Q
•A K Q 7

Led thedeuce
st discarded
T South was
Ate another
T wenttiown
out nentral)1us of 800,
tother zany
world chain-

,
wars to all
questions

GON Repto help you
of being a

)(Tie useul
Advice on
your new
are. Call....

Tea years ago
'
By The Associated Press
Calloway County Judge/
Today is Tuesday. July 19, the 200th siayrof 1994. There are 165
Executive George Weeks, Eddie
days kit in the year.
Jones, Stanford Andrus and Dr.
Today's highlight in historr.
Twenty-five years ago, on July 19, 1969, Apollo 11 and its astro- Rob Williams were named new
nauts. Ned Armstrong. Edwin "Buzz" Aldrin and Michael Collins, officers of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board of Comwent into orbit around the moon.
missioners. James Garrison is the
•
On this date:
In 1553, 15-year-old Lady Jane Grey was deposed as Queen of Eng- retiring board chairman.
New officers of Murray Busiland after claiming the. crown for nine days. King Henry VIII's
ness and Professional Women are
daughter Mary was proclaimed queen.
In 1848. a pioneer women's rights_ convention called by Elizabeth Judy Morgan, Julie Lovins, MarCady Stanton and Lucretia C. Mott convened in Seneca Falls, N.Y. lene Slaughter, Linda Carter and
Donna Harris. Brenda Rowland is
In 1870, the Franco-Prussian war began.
In 1918. during World War I, German Annie." began a retreat across the retiring presidenL
Ginger Crouch, Allison
the Mame Rivr,r in France following the failure of their last big offenNewell, Melissa Henry and
sive on French soil. In 1979, the Nicaraguan capital of Managua fell to Sandinista guer- Courtney Adams are pictured at a
rillas; twei days -after President Anastasio Somoza had Bed the day camp held by First Baptist
Church in a photograph by Staff
country.
.
- of Photographer- Joanie Gikdon.
In 1980, the Moscow Summer Olympics began, minus dozens
Births reported include a boy
nations who were-boycouing-the games because of the Soviet Military
to Mr. and Mrs. Billy Pritchard,
intervention in Afghanistan.
In 1985, Chtista McAuliffe of New Hampshire was chosen to be the Jup.-e 26; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
ry Bruce, June
first schoolteacher to ride aboard IS space shuttle. McAuliffe and six Tro
other crew members were killed when the'Challenger" exploded the
following January.
Ten years ago: U.S. Rep'. Geraldine A.-Ferraro, D-N.Y., won the
DEAR ABBY: I read a letter in
Democratic,nomination for vice president by acclamation"atthe par:- your column that hit me right
between the eyes. I am referring to
ty's convention in San Francisco. Five years agO: 112 people- were killed when a United -Air Lines the letter signed "Needs Love." I.
DC-40 crashed- while -making an emergency landing It Skies City, have-been married for nearly seven
years. ham 46 and my husband is
-• Iowa; 184- Other people stirvived.
52. this is a second marriage for
Clinton,fired
FBI
Director
William
SesPresident
- One year ago:
both of us. There is absolutely no
sions,.citing "serious questions" about Sessions' conduct and leader- tenderness, no touching and no sex:
ship. President Clinton announced a compromise allowing homosexu- It has been that way for the last six
als to serve in- the military, but only if they refrained from all years.
. I get three pecks on the cheek a
homosexual activity. ,_
Today's birthdays: Former Sen. George McGovern is 72, Actor Pat day. One to say, "Goodbye,-I'm
"I'm
Hingle is 70. Actress Helen Gallagher is 68. Singer Viklci-Carr is -53. going to work," one to say,
home," and another to say, "GoodActor Dennis Cole is SI. Actor Peter Barton is 35.
night, I'm going tqsleep."
Thought for Today: —No written law has ever been more binding
We have sought counseling with
than unwritten custom supported by popular opinion." — Carrie different counselors. My husband
,.Chapman Catt, Americab feminist (1859-1947). •
has consulted a urologist, and we've

_

179

,

I-USA

at Union Grove Church of Christ.
Recent births reported include
a boy to Mr.Ind Mrs. Jim Sloan,'
Forty years ago
July 9.
Murray City Council has voted
to place-all city employees under
Thirty years ago
A capacity crowd of over
Blue Cross Insurance. The cost
3,500 watched the fifth anneal
will be $1.35 per individual per
Calloway"County Horse Show on
month.
July 17. at Calloway County JayPvL Jerry D. Williams of Murcee Fairgrounds. Thomas (Slick)
ray. stationed with 179th Army
Banks was show chairman.
Band at Camp Carson, Colo., has
Malcolm Adams and Martha
been chosen to play first trumpet
Kemp are pictured showing
for Colorado Springs Symphony
Senior and Junior Grand ChampOrchestra in a concert July 23.
ion Jerseys selected at 4-H and
Needy residents of Calloway
FFA Division of MurrayCounty drew total public assisCalloway County Jaycee Fair.
tance grants in June for $18,385,
"The home of Mr. and Mrs.
according to Kentucky CommisHarold Douglass on North 12th
sioner of Economic Security
Street, Murray, is a profusion of
Vego E. Barnes.
petunias again this year." from
Recent births reported at Murcolumn. "Seen & Heard Around
ray Hospital inclutb boy to Mr.
Murray" by James C. Williams, and Mrs. Luton Knott, a bia; to
publisher.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jenkins, and
Charles Houser of Tampa, Fla.,
a bcty to Mr. and Mrs. Steve
was-speaker at a gospel meetini......Landwerth. - •

DEAR ABBY
• purchased the *Making Love Work' lens.) There's obviously a big
videotapes. Nothing has helped. communication-gap here. Is
He'sjust not interested.
your husband uninterested,
Abby, I feel lonely, rejected and unwilling or unable? Have-you
staryed for affection. I've never' communicated what turns you
cheated — that's not my:ityle -- on—and off?"
but I've thought ofit often.
I suggest you give therapy
He's a decent, honest man. Can another chance.You can always
you help me? Maybe one of your throw in the towel if you find
readers can tell me how a wife copes_ your love life is hopeless.
when she's married to an "ice man."
LONELY,REJECTED
- • AND MARRIED
DEAR ABBY:Every year, during
June, July and August, the moving
and storage industry does approximately 60 percent of its annual
business. Most families-choose the
end of the month for their moving

BLONDIE
MR. 8W451-6412,IBUT THIS
THERE'S A BIG, IS SUMMER
VACATION,
TouGH Kit? AT
EL.A4o
SCHOOL.THAT
.,
TRIES TO BEAT -71
- ME LIP
fsi2i
,-••7
.

TRY To ENJOY
I KNOW,
TOOAY ANO
13UT WHAT
poN'T miZRY
ABOUT
SEPTEMBER
ABOUT THE
FUTURE

CONFIDENTIAL TO AMERICAN VETERANS, ACTIVE MILTTARy AND 'THEIR FAMILIES:
If you are unsure about• your
benefits, want to improve your
chances for a successful claim,
or if your claim has been denied
by the Department of Veterans
Affiirs or your military branch,
you will find "Veterans Benefits," published by HarperCollins,valuable.
The book covers disability
compensation, pensions, education, housing and medical benefits, alcohol and drug abuse programs, Agent Orange, post-traumatic stress disorder, and the
many special problems of veterans.-Key V.A. forms are included.
To order, send $15.95 (check
or money order payable to Veterans Benefits) to: Veterans
Benefits, P.O. Box One, Davis,
Cali.L 95617,

ICIAT1ON•
ilerakiw

-- 4%

kates

ealth &

LtS

ne Care
!rage.

CALVIN and HOBBES
PUT ON YOUR
VORTEX
GOGGLES!
WE'RE TAKING
OFF!

an &
nce

10,1'4N Wfr A5 CLOE CALL,

BUT IT WILL BE WORN IT
WREN WE GET TNE% PICTURES
DEVELOPED:
SINCE I RESCuED
slOUR SANDWICA,
CAN I EAT ?

4451

"That's just not impressive,Darla...The brain!
Hold up the big brain!"

By Peter H. Gott, 111.D.

CATHY
•,
I M AT A TIME( ME TOD. I
IN KY LIFE
(ASULID 3(ica
WHERE I LIKE
LAY A BLANA LIME
KET OM THE
PAMPERING
GROUND AND
WHEN I TRAYNOW I PREEL, ALEX.
FER A TENT,
CATHY.

IT'S OVER HERE,
tarts) is,
I LIKE
MODERN
CONVENIENCES.

LET'S TAKE
BIKES IN CASE

311HIPINO tip
AND DOWN ON

ME GET 100

WHAT'S LEFT
Of RN 6000

TIRED TO HIKE!

NATURE:-

ACROSS
1 Perform again
5 Wading bird

9 wire measure
12 Redact
13 Waistband
14 Individual
15 Literary

compositions
17 Myself
18 Next to Sun.
19 nertiretano

Marvin
21 Concerning
23 Built for the

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

ocean

27 Not out
28 Declara6on of
a right
29 Atomic mass
unit(abbr.)

31 Bi plus one
34 Stamp of.

approval
35 Joyful
exclamation
37 Attempt
39 Identification
(abbr.)

40 TV's Koppel
42 Signal assent
44 False

appearance
46 That is
(Lat. abbr.)
48 Resembling a
smoking tube

Answer to Previous Puzzle
S'Kil
OS
ENIGMA
N E OAT

BUDDY
ENDEAR
MOMY

no

50 Huge person

TEM

53 Evergreen
tree
S4 Entirety

KIN
CYAN
U LNA
Y R
SIIENNA MNIUNK
LESS
S S KIRK
RTE ATEMUER
OT
INOW ONO
upon IIITApp OR
S HINES TUNfl NG
UTTNE AT HT R QY

55 Supposing
that
57 Finally
(2 wds.)
61 — de Janeiro
62 Paradise
64 Horse food
65 Sack
66 Starch from
palm tree
67 Singer Marvin

—
DOWN
1 Female
sandpiper

HARU

2 Sullivan and
Asner
3 Negative
prefix
4 Earache
5 Japanese-

American

6 Bachelor's
deg.
7 Belief
8 — Stadium,
New York
9instant
10 — — the

ground floor

' MIMI imam
12UUU

GARFIELD

14

m

15 111111111111 ill•di M
Iii
ill ill MIA
MI= mum a•
mu 11 id ill II d
Eli ii ill ill ill WIN
II di ill ill A ii
dmdillalgal=

fet

fl

h.•

!.- rtety
hase
efer,

••••••••.,

on the wpovuetrs
s,which
s an
w provide
incredible
serstrain
vices to these-people.
This could mean anything from .
the van ret showing 'yji, to having • '
inexperienced "street help" handling your precious heirlooms.
Many carriers charge a premium or
10 percent during theiteperiodsr
Abby, please advise your readers.
to try to schedule their move durinr
another week V'the month if at all
possible.
They -should discuss their
options with their movers for the
best time to move. The result is a
better job done at a better price.
MOVING CONSULTANT
DEAR CONSULTANT:Thanks
for the tip. Perhaps the moving
companies should offer a discount as an incentive for people
to move during off-peak weeks.

By GARY LARSON

Kim 00;2-8348

EER

Twesty years on
Barbara Mandrell was featured
in a country Music program at
Murray-Calloway County Jaycee
Fair on July 16. She is pictured
with Fair Board Chairman Van
Waugh. Jesse Redden was winner
of feature race of Demolition
Derby held at fair. Heat winners
were Al Yurcus, Mike Thompson
annd Jim Cochran.
- .
Murray State University Summer Symphony Orchestra,
directed by Neale B. Mason,
associate professor of music and
teacher of music theory and stringed instruments, will present a
concert on July 22 at Lovett
Auditorium, ,MSU.
Dianne West, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph D. West of Murray, was. chosen first runnerup in
the Mils Tall International Beauty Pageant held July 9 at San
Franciscojii
—

PEANUTS
VERY STRAN6E..SOMEOODY
SPILLED BIRDS ALL
THE YAW..

OVER

ill -II illhill All ihill
a.' - AIM
ill
IIa. WIIIMMII II

11

Period of
fasting
16 Naval petty
officer
20 Wild sheep
22 Symbol for
nickel
23 Highlander
24 Actress —
- Sommer
25 Cooled lava
26 UK time
30 Requiring
immediate .
action
32 Hazard
33 — fixe
(obsession)
36 Go on one
foot
38 Christmas
item(2 wds.)
41 Conversation
43 Plunge
45 Roman 2
17 —route
49 Keyboard
instrument
50 Attire
51 Hipbones
52 Father's Day
442
56

atIcY

°M.
60 Mao — -tung
83 For.eXaimple
(abbr.)

DEAR DR. GOTT: Please discuss
the vitamin B12.
DEAR READER: Vitamin B12 is
critical fOr the life processes in the
body's cells (the synthesis of RNA and
DNA). It also stabilizes nerves (by
maintaining insulation around them).
functions as a key constituent in the
manufacture of blood cells, and helps
maintain normal growth in children
Dietary
The
Recommended
Allowance is about 3 micrograms
B12 is detived from animal sources;
meats, eggs, fish, and dairy products
are rich in the vitamin. For this reason, strict vegetarians should take
B12 supplements orally.
In order for the vitamin to be
absorbed into the body, a chemical
(known as "intrinsic factor") must be
present in the stomach lining. For
unknown reasons, some people lack
intrinsic factor.
Therefore, despite a well-balanced
diet (or oral supplements of Bl2), they
will eventually develop B12 deficiency.
leading to a serious blood disorder
called pernicious anemia, which is
often associated with depression and
with tingling, numbness, and weakness of the extremities. Pernicious
anemia, which is not related to iron
deficiency, is readily, safely and inexpensively treated with monthly injec
bons of B12.
For Years 812 was considered by
most physicians to be a harmless
placebo. Vitamin shots were routinely
administered to perfectly healthy people who suffered from lassitude.
fadgue and a loss of stamina. In many
instances, the injections were successful; patients believed they worked
— and they did. But this was due to
the placebo effect, not to any consequence of the vitamin itself.
Vitamin 1312 is virtually non-toxic
Up to 10,000 tittles the RDA has been
given to patients without ill effects
(The excetts simply passes from the
body in the urine.) Nonetheless, most
experts recommend that B12 injections be reserved for those patients in
whom a bona-fide deficiency exists, a
situation readily diagnosed by a blood
test.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Fads I: Vitamins and
Minerals." Other readers who would
like a copy should send 92 plus a long.
selkiddressed, stamped envelop to
P.O. Box 3433, New York, NY 10163
sure to mention the title.
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Prated The Owes you Late.

PRO LINE OF
WEST KENTUCKY

DEATHS

•

Eunice R. Housden

Shock Collars • lark Conan

Carol Todd

The funeral for Carol Todd was Monday at 2 p.m. in the,chapel of
Eunice R. Housden, 81, Rt. 2, Hazel, died Monday at 9:15 a.m. at
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. Bobby Crittendon officiated.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. He had been stricken ill suddenly
Pallbearers were Mark Norsworthy, Bobby Collins, Louis Culp,
at his home:
Junior Phillips, James Butler and Joey Tucker, all sons-in-law, active;
He had retired after 25 years of employment at Murray Division of
Glynn Tucker, Leon Cox, Joel Jackson, Bill Adams, Ed Bowen, Gary
Tappan Company. He was a member of New Providence Church of
Cochran, J.D. Williams, George Patterson, Roy Harmon, James HarChrist. ris, Lenith Rogers and Cantrell Jones, ho.,, rary. Burial was in Stewart
Born July 2. 1913, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late
Cemetery.
Andrew Housden and Callie Lamb Housden. Two brothers, -Orvely
-4 Mr. Todd, 60, Ryan Avenue, Murray ied Saturday at 10:45 a.m. at
Housden and Grady Housden, also preceded him in death.
his home.
Suruivors. include his wife, Mrs. Mary F. Simmens•Housden, to
• Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Juanita Cope Todd; one daughter,
whom he was married on May 26, 1934; two daughters, Mrs. Shirley
Mrs. Ronda Todd Norsworthy and husband, Mark, Rt. 8, Mayfield;
Kingins and husband, Billy Joe, Rt. 4, Murray, and Mrs. Joyce Wilhite
two sons, Billie Todd and wife, Penny, Clinton, and Carl Todd and
and husband,'Fred, Calhoun; two sons, Ronald Housden and wife,
wife, Tracy; Buford, Ga.; five stepdaughters, Mrs. Gloria Jean Collins
Willodean, Murray, and Phil Housden and wife, Winda, Rt. 2, Hazel;
one sister, Mrs. Neva Ray, Rt. 2, Hazel; nine grandchildren; 12 great-- and husband, -Bobby; Murray, Mrs. -Debora Culp -and hasband,
Sharp, Mrs. Rita Phillips and husband, Junior, and Mrs. Donnie Etutle,r
grandchildren.
and husband, James, Benton, and Mrs. Sabrina Tucker and husband,
The funeral Will be Wednesday ,at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. Ewing Stubblefield and Allen Martin will
Joey, l''ryorsburg.
officiate_ Bobby C. Stablefield will.direct singers from Nqw ProviAlso _suriiving are two.brothers, Marshall'Todd and wife, Lucille,
•dence Church of Christ. Burial will follow in New PrOvidence
Sharon, Tenn., And A.L. Todd, Dresden, Tenn.; his mother-in-law,
-Cemetery.
Mrs. Lava Vaughn, Murray; a sister-in-law, Mrs. Jean Todd, Witchata,
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Texas; 12 grandchildren; two stepgreat-grandchildren.

Mrs. Vonell Burton
• -•

V,grtell Burton, 81, of South f3th'Strect, Murray,died Monday
at 9:35.a.m. at Long Term Care Unit, Of Muray-CalloWay County
Hospital.
She was a member of Cherry Corner Baptist, Church.
Born Oct_17,1 92, in Henry County, Tenn., she was the daughter of
the late. Nark Oliver and Annie Bell Scarbrough Oliver.
. Survivors include her husband, Kelly Burton, to whom she was
married on Dec. 23, 1933; two daughters, Mrs. Frances Wilkerson and
husband, Joe, and Mrs. Audie Dick and'husband, Willie, all of MUTray;---efte brother, Max Oliver, Kirks; three grandchildren, Mrs.
Sutafine Willon and busband, Billy, Mack Wilkerson and Ardy -Wilkerson; one great-grandchild, Lauren Wilson.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. Lavrsori,Williarrison and the.Rev.•
John Denham will officiate. Burial
follow in Murray City
,• •
Cemetery.
Friends may call at die funeral home after 440r p.m. today
(Tuesday).

•

Mrs. Ella Higgins
in the chapel'
Servicei for Mrs. Ella Higgins were Monday at
of Filbeck and Cann Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Frank Myers,
John Joyce and Tony Joyce officiated. Burial, was in Jenny Ridge
Cemetery in Land Between the Lakes.
Mrs. Higgins, 974 died Saturday at 6:10 p.m. at Calvert City Conva•y
lescent Center.
•
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Evelyn Myers, Rt. 1; Hardin,
and Mrs: Vioma Lofton, Murray; five sons, Derwin Higgins, Reidland,
C.D. Higgins, Almo, Houston Higgins, Boaz, Thelbert Joyce, Hardin,
and Alvin Joyce, Paducah; one sister, Mrs. Maggie Litchfield, Paducah; several grandchilderen, great-grandchildren and great-greatgrandchildren.

Castal C. Gore
Services-for Castel C. Gore will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Brown Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Harry Yates will
officiate.
Pallbearers will be Martin Rogers, Joe Rogers, Chuck Rogers, Keith
Rogers, Terry Rogers and Eric Gore, all grandsons. Burial-v-vill follow
in Mayfield Memory Gardens.,
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Mr. Gore, 79, Rt. 1, Farmington, died Sunday at 3:17 a.m. at West
em Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Helen Breedlove Gore; one son,
Dalton Gore; two brothers, Edgar Gore and Carnola Gore, Mayfield;
eight grandchildrew, 12 great-grandchildren.

I

Stock Market.
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Chg

Dow Jones -Ind. Avg....._.....-4.21
DJIA Previous Close..--3755.43
... 4344+3.4
Air
5334-1/4
AT&
6034-44
Bell South
- Briggs & Stratton..—...734/o+1/li
Bristol Myers Squibb......5214-34
CBT Corp. Ky.•.....41112B 431/2A
Chrysler.......................49+14
Dean Foods...........,..... 2844 unc
Exxon......... .
Ford Motor..................317/1 unc
General Electric .....
General Motors......-........511/2-1/4
Goodrich...-............._43s4.4/s
........,-3574+!/*
Goodyear
- I B M.....................
Ingersoll.Itapd-----.......... 36-44
.......
K U Energy.......:........ 2541-4/1
.....-.....
Kroger
LG&
2734-'4
Mattel
...... ......29 unc
McDonalds
29•4+,4
Merck
4934+34
Penney...-.
' Peoples First*........ 21' -231/2A
QuAker
SdieringsPluugli.---6234 unc
4634-'4
Sew.
64+14
Texaco
• Time Warner
- 3'714+44
2844+14
UST
Wal-Mart........._...-......—....26+44

'Hillierd LyonsIs.market maker in this
stock.
ONC - price unchanged.

'•'AA*
Fulail-Sleal Parka Ni... Sante Jay IN 140e
Ktalacty Nadir* At. Hog Mediet &pen larades 3
44710/Sletliaireceipts Ad 205SA 4N Urroln& Gets
Asti Sows fins I. 2.011 Maker.
A41114-4134
US 1-2 234-250 as
S34100-4451
US 1.2 215-134 Li
US 2-3 234244 -----$44-44341.00
US 3-4 244270 Li
414.15.44-50
Sow ,
.
US 1-2 275.355 be
US 2-3 300-401
45-270S
US 1-3 404.525 Li424.00.2700'
US 1-3 525 and up 64
$2550.31 00
4425.10
US 2-3 355.505 Is
Ikant_Al.4141.10

492-8250

11111% 1i

•Rwanda. Avallabke
*Locally Chimed A °prated

1-800-:292-2434
TUC 3

ff
SPT1
la
GRILL
1
,. -. 4,
—

i
I

is „I
I
k
•

1

71 . . i,'," ,t„,

..

EEK.S

THURSDAY (All Day)
Our Homemade Spaghetti witILHearty Meat -.
$1.75
Sauce Seried with-French-Bread

FRIDAY (10:30 to 4:30)
Golden Fried Catfish with Steak Fries
and Hush-Puppies
--*

es

I AMOUS PRIME •RIB IS SERVED
OUR'

EVERY FRIDAY & SATURDAY

m

eN

Sporty's Own "Kentucky Hot Brown"
MONDAY(1(30 to-4:30)

1

Grilled Cheddar Cheese w/Cole Slaw.
. '

Full
Firm

Twin

O

A
s
t

American Heart Association

B

•

Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request.

Firm

$49*.a. slit, $99*08.
Aa

LOW All

AS LOVI AS

AS LOW AS

PC.

PC.

•

gem Sold In Soto

*When Sold In Sots

film Sold In See
.

PURDOM
Furniture & Mattress

7

/53-4872

$2.95

$3.45

STE133 3 WE=,,4$

"

•

RANDAL K. HUGHES, M.D.
IN THE PRACTICE OF OPHTHALMOLOGY

HART OPHTHALMOLOGY ASSOCIATES, PSC

Our Best Imestmeni Is You.

la

i

BUT STILISS 3 WE111131 EMMET

THE ASSOCIATION OF

.141 HIlut It. Lank ba. • ladarNtIS irid

it

15th & Olive Blva - Murray, V,..iix ucky
Monday thru Saturday - 10:30 am to 10.00 pm

ARE PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE

AiSt.6)
HILLIARD
LYONS

!
.

$1.99

WILLIAM-G. HART, IVUD: AND JAMES C. HART `JR., M.D.

MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING,

SurrE 284 W

300 SOUTH 8TH STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY 42071
502-753L3131 AND 1-800-221-7892

NATIONAL
FRIGIDAIRE DAYS
RANGES
ON SALE NOW!

Queen
Firm

•-

TNESRAX-(All Day)
Our Famous-Racer Burger with Fries

Free Delivery

.44
•.
- ••
•..
g..-.
-ei* • •.....fo. .v1:6....
..ee....
111:1_1111€'

$3.95

WEDNIESDAY (10:30 to 4:30)
; Our New Thrkey Club w/Notho Chips _

With

The Purchase
01 Any Back
Supporter Matched
Sleep Set

I

SATURDAY (10:30 to 4:30)

i

It Works Wonders,

1
#

$2.89!

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366

Justin Blake Brasher
Funeral rites for Justin Blake Brasher will be today at 2 p.m. at
Bellview Baptist ChurCh, Paducah, where he was a member. Dr. Billie
Friel and Dr. E. Lee James will officiate.
Burial will follow in Miller Cemetery in -Livingston County with
arrangements by Roth Funeral Home, Paducah.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to
Gideons Bible Society or The Dream Factory.
Mr. Brasher, 7, Brunswick Circle, Paducah, died Saturday at 9:45
p.m. at his home. He 14ad been in ill health for sometime.
Survivors include his parents, Paul Bradley Brasher and Stacie
Thompson Brasher; one brother, Paul Bradley Brasher Jr., Paducah;
his grandparents, the Rev. David and Carolyn Phillips Brasher, Murray, and James and Barbara Thompson, Central City; his greatgrandparents, Paul and Thelma Eaves, Central City.

Price

Company

II It

i

.

Call Today For A
Free Estlosate

N W

11111

DISHWASHERS
ON SALE NOW!

REFRIGERATORS
ON SALE NOW!

•

-

•

••••••■••••14.

w s you Low.

[NE OF
[NTUCICY

/OW WITH
AI

• Bark Collars
ry For A

Ft/mate

3250

ailatbie
Id A Operated

)2-2434

csnu truer

$2.89

•*_

_
•

„1„ei_•

_

$3.95
•

$2.95
$1.99
$3.45
ky
00 pm

hsTras 1:13115MY

•
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•
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